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INTRODUCTION 

Authors Jorge Luis Borges and Vladimir Nabokov have much in common; both were 

bom in 1899, the latter on Shakespeare's birthday. Despite their inclusion among the most 

prolific and revered minds of the twentieth century, neither received the Nobel Prize during 

his lifetime; this is probably because of their mutual distaste for making literature a platform 

for politcal concerns. It is, in fact, a shared sentiment about what art should and should not 

do that connects these two writers and enables critics continually to compare them. With 

regard to form, Borges and Nabokov diverge markedly; the former prefers the short story 

or essay while the latter primarily writes novels. Thematically, however, their works share 

a great affinity. Neither concentrates on character development or symbolism. They are 

more inclined to put a "person" in the middle of their fictional designs and allow him to 

recognize some recurring pattern, some strange symmetry against which he is powerless. 

Moreover, they favor imagery to symbolism. One of the most prevalent images employed 

by these authors is the mirror. Not only does the mirror convey a great deal about the 

nature of writing and the distortion inherent in any attempt to capture reality, it also 

embellishes the traps in which characters find themselves. 

This study explores the various ways in which Borges and Nabokov use the mirror. I 

have offered a chapter on literary context in order to show the striking divergence of these 

authors (along witii numerous of their contemporaries) from a more conventional literature. 

Though critics identify this "new" brand of writing with distinct terminologies, they seem 

to agree on its characteristics and nature. Critics tend to group Borges and Nabokov 

together as unique among their peers for metaphysical concerns in writing. In addition, I 

have discussed the use of mirrors in the fiction of three postwar writers in order to 

demonstrate the prevalence of this image in modem fiction. Borges and Nabokov are only 

two authors among many who invest, often saturate, their works with mirrors. They 
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provide the image or metaphor perhaps best suited, after all, to bespeak the ontological 

anxieties of the age as well as humans' detached propensity for solipsism. 

Finally, the scope of this study limits the number of mirrors one can effectively 

discuss. For this reason I have excluded many of Borges' most memorable mirtors as well 

as some of those of Nabokov. The ones I have included are adequate, however, to relay 

some sense of their importance to the total design of each author. My discussion of Borges 

depends on mirrors from various collections and anthologies; I have attempted to include 

stories of different ntKXxis and styles in this study in order to show his diversity as an artist. 

I have concentrated primarily on only two of Nabokov's novels: Lolita and Despair. 

While there are several other novels with marvelous use of mirtors such as Pnin. Pale Fire, 

and Transparent Things, the former two provide a far richer, more thorough illustration of 

their functions. 

IV 



CHAPTER I 

LITERARY CONTEXT 

The fictions of Borges and Nabokov clearly do not abide categorization into easily 

disgested pattems of understanding or designated "movements," reactions against 

previously dominant modes of discourse. Their art is distincdy their own and obstinately 

insists upon its own individuality. While numerous critics enjoy lumping Borges and 

Nabokov together for purposes of comparison, their fictional strategies and narrative 

techniques differ markedly firom one another and ultimately yield no underlying, intrinsic 

parity. Nonetheless, they both revere art as the only palpable reality available to humanity; 

it is precisely through having a similar attitude toward these three elements-art, reality, and 

humanity-together and apart, that they seem alike. Several critics mark hke attitudes in the 

fictions not only of Borges and Nabokov, but of many writers in the post-War period. By 

exploring the ideas of some of these critics, one can better make connections between these 

authors and locate common premises, shared assumptions—in short, discern a Zeitgeist 

pulsing through their consciousness that contributes to the form of their fiction. 

Diab Hassan identifies the birth of "a new sense of reality, a new knowledge of error 

and of incongmity, an affirmation of life under the aspect of comedy" (636). For him this 

new voice in American fiction inspires art with an acute awareness of human limitation. 

But while writers throughout the ages have been painfully aware of such limitations, the 

new sensitivity sports "ironic acceptance" of those limitations rather than brandishing 

"broken pride" or "saindy humility" in the face of them (636). Though Hassan does not 

offer an inclusive list of each "new" author, he does include among them Joseph Heller, 

J.P. Donleavy, Thomas Pynchon, Norman Mailer, Jack Kerouac, Nathanael West, John 



Hawkes, William Burroughs, Thomas Berger, Vladimir Nabokov, J.D. Salinger, and Saul 

Bellow. Describing their achievements, he writes: 

It is no great wonder that younger novelists are now more anxious to 
respond to the incoherence of life, to its openness. They are releaming the 
old art of improvisation in fiction; they cultivate the picaresque or fantastic 
modes; they are repelled by die neat formulations of style or structure tiiat 
formalist critics once pressed too hard. Their sense of order admits of 
potential disorder. In short, they have acquired a tolerance for the mixed, 
causeless quality of experience: its loose ends, its broken links, its 
surprises and reversals. Knowing how outrageous facts can be, they do not 
pretend to subdue them with a flourish and a symbol. (636) 

A dark comedy unifies these authors for Hassan-a comedy in which "[njightmare and 

slapstick... meet in that surreal, comic vision that, recognizing the discrepancies in 

human life, expresses and mediates them" (640). In short, it is a spirit that deflects humor 

toward anguish. He notes also a tendency toward solipsism in "the new fiction," citing 

Reinhart (Reinhart in Love) and Yossarian (Catch 22) as characters who "will not accept 

anything but the Self as sacred" (638). Humbert Humbert (Lolita) provides a fit example 

of the new fiction's protagonist according to Hassan, for though he sees himself as a 

grotesque monster, the reader is more attuned to his human follies and vices. He is merely 

reprehensible, but not monstrous—which Hassan claims would be "irtemediable" (638). It 

is also his "safely solipsizing" Lolita which provides us with the novel. 

Robert Scholes acknowledges a "new" spirit in fiction as well, elaborating upon and 

refining Hassan's ideas. He posits the terms "fabulation" and "metafiction" to describe the 

tendency in art toward self-consciousness, involution, and art for art's sake. He calls the 

authors whom Hassan mentions—modem authors with the ability to dazzle readers not with 

their profound "ideas," but with the power of their art—"fabulators," writing: 

The fabulator is important to the extent that he can rejoice and refresh us. 
And his ability to produce joy and peace depends on die skill with which he 
fabulates. Delight in design, and its concurrent emphasis on the art of the 
designer, will serve in part to distinguish the art of the fabulator from the 
work of die novelist or the satirist. Of all narrative forms, fabulation puts 
the highest premium on art and joy. (3) 



This is not to say that the fabulist does not write novels, only that he does not identify 

himself primarily as a novelist, a term which derives its meaning from genre or form, the 

superficial, albeit useful, typification of a work of art. Scholes colors his discussion with 

much metaphysical quandry about the nature of reality. He is eager to point out that fiction 

is real enough in itself, but that it enjoys no "factual status" when it tries to point to any 

world outside the fiction-that it must not extend itself beyond the work of art. He 

contends that one can think about reality as much as one wants, but that he will never attain 

it through tiiought. He then writes: 

Fabulation . . . means not a turning away firom reality, but an attempt to find 
more subtie correspondences between the reality which is fiction and the 
fiction which is reality. Modem fabulation accepts, even emphasizes . . . its 
inability to reach all the way to the real, but it continues to look toward 
reality. It aims at telling such truths as fiction may legitimately tell in ways 
which are appropriately fictional. (8) 

He uses the term "reality" a bit loosely in view of the authors he discusses, though he does 

make his point. Borges, Nabokov, and Pynchon are innovators of the "fabulist 

movement," according to Scholes, and even sweep beyond it into "experimental 

fabulation," or "metafiction" (4). These new modes of discourse seem to imply turning 

one's back on "reality" in order to play in a universe of words. Such play precludes 

writing fiction that deals with political issues or representing one's "time." In fact, John 

Barth, almost always included among other "fabulists," "experimental authors," and 

"counterrealists," evokes the Muse to spare him "from social-historical responsibility, and 

in the last analysis from every other kind as well, except artistic." ^ 

Echoing many of Hassan's and Scholes' ideas, Barth discusses the new trend in art, 

calling it "literature of exhaustion." In an article published in 1967, he coins this term to 

signify fiction "which deliberately exhausts (or tries to exhaust) its possibilities and borders 

^p. 55, Th£ Friday Book 



on its own caricature." 2 He, of course, writes about Borges and Nabokov, who achieve 

this effect by conveying the felt "ultimacies," as he calls them, of the age. Works-within-

works, word play, and reeressus in infinitum abound in their fiction as do, obviously, 

doubles and mirrors. Through these and other sleights of hand, "an artist doesn't merely 

exemplify an ultimacy; he employs it"^ Numerous critics have applied Barth's ideas to 

their own theories. Susan Sontag identifies a mood of "ultimacy" which evokes Barth's 

"exhaustion." She writes about the primacy of art over everyday "reality," saying, "from 

the promotion of the arts into 'art' comes the leading myth about art, that of the 

absoluteness of the artist's activity" (4). Art then turns into "anti-art" or "silence," which in 

tum promotes "a mood of ultimacy" (6). She writes that upon "discovering that one has 

nothing to say, one seeks a way to say that" (12). The art of ultimacy involves engaging in 

a contest or game with the reader, self-consciousness, the dream of an ahistorical literature, 

and disdain for communicating "meanings." John O. Stark entitles his book The Literature 

of Exhaustion and concentrates solely on the fiction of Borges, Nabokov, and Barth. He 

further defines the new literature by indentifying its favorite themes: time, memory, and 

space. He adds that these authors 

negatively treat symmetry, a theme of limitation. Conversely, they 
positively treat the theme of infinity. [They] prefer open systems to closed 
systems. All these themes form part of one, overarching theme: the relation 
between Hterature and reality . . . . They also convey their themes partly by 
means of a few images: the labyrinth, the mirtor, and the circle . . . . 
Character, plot, and style, besides their intrinsic interest, become pawns in 
the battie against reality and realism. These writers use their characters, 
who in many instances are two-dimensional, to attack the notion of 
individual identity. Similarly, the style of these three writers calls attention 
to itself, which in tum makes it undeniable that literature creates artifice 
rather than imitating reality. (9-10) 

2p. 34, "The Literature of Exhaustion." The Atlantic. August 1967 (29-34). 

3lbid., p. 31. 



Josephine Hendin seeks also to describe modem tendencies in writing, calling authors 

of tiie new mold-Donald Barthelme, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Flannery O'Connor, Kurt 

Vonnegut, Jr., John Updike, Pynchon, Borges, Barth, Nabokov, and Burroughs-writers 

of "experimental fiction." To her they are postwar authors who perceive all relations as 

power relations, depict individual men in their attempts to cope witii the violence around 

them and within themselves, and present characters who deliberately refuse to connect the 

pieces of their personalities. Her perceptions dig deeper into character than tiiose of Barth, 

Scholes, Hassan, or Sontag as she perceives modem man as an isolated victim of society; 

the others do not even allot him that much potential but consider him a mere pawn in the 

author's game, insubstantial and flat. Her vision involves an experimental fiction that 

admittedly leaves out much of the joy and nobility which exists in the 
world, but all art involves exclusion; no single work of art tells the whole 
truth about all experience. Experimental fiction exaggerates, dramatizes, 
and probes the problematic. It provides a vision of people under pressure, 
of desperate measures, of sometimes horrendous solutions, of necessary 
attempts. (243) 

Her almost apologetic tone does not sufficientiy appreciate the intentionally exclusive aspect 

of modem fiction. These authors do not want to portray the heroic or the conventional; 

they seem bent on avoiding any semblance of a "well-rounded character." And yet she 

includes among these "experimental" authors many of the same group as other critics in this 

discussion. When she writes that "[ejxperimental writing in America is colored by social 

and cultural factors," she seems to resound Peter Cooper's distinction between social and 

metaphysical concems among countertealists (242). While she diverges somewhat from 

the critical "consensus" of this markedly distinct fiction, she does affirm the omnipresence 

of game in the pattem, and indeed the primacy of the pattem itself in modem fiction. 

Certainly no one critic's article or book could provide the definitive 

terminology/theories with which to discuss the new fictive voice. Each critic I have 

discussed applies a different label to these authors and tends to perch contentedly. 
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observing from his or her own vantage point distinctive attributes of the fiction. But one. 

Cooper, best seems to articulate the mood of this brand of fiction. Common to the vast 

majority of postwar autiiors is the notion that reality is no longer realistic; tiiat in die age of 

the bomb and advanced technology, man suffers from isolation and the inability to connect 

with his fellow creature. Contemporary writers diverge markedly in their treatment of this 

theme, however, and form two prominent groups, which, according to Cooper, may be 

termed neorealists and counterrealists. ^ Though this thesis concentrates on the 

counterrealists, particularly Borges and Nabokov, it is important to explore briefly the 

premise of die former group in order to fully savor the divergence of the latter. 

Cooper discusses numerous neorealists^ and claims that they are writers with an 

affinity for the kind of realism that 

present[s] rounded, individuated characters who are explained, o r . . . made 
explicable, through attention to their psychology and motivation. A 
coherent and consistent narration focuses on their conflicts, introspection, 
formation of values, [and] personal and social interactions . . . . [U]sually 
the neorealists show their characters as trying to reach a tenable mode of 
being with themselves, with others, and with their civilization. These 
authors ask us to concede that the events they portray have happened or 
could happen to a real person. (2) 

By contrast, authors of counterrealism, a term coined by Barth, eschew the principles 

and practices of conventional realism. They conceive of their characters as 

flat, insubstantial figure[s] adrift in an alien world. That world . . . is 
typically fantastic, grotesque, absurd . . . filled with unforeseen events or 
shocking juxtapositions-a labyrinth, oddly animated by plots that seem 
deliberately and malevolentiy opposed to human priorities. (3) 

John Hawkes, Ishmael Reed, Ken Kesey, Joseph Heller, Henry Van Dyke, William 

Gaddis, Barthelme, Burroughs, Sontag, Vonnegut, Nabokov, and Borges figure among 

"̂ Cooper discusses this term in Signs and Symptoms, p. 4.. 

^He counts among neorealists Joyce (Tarol Gates, William Styron, Truman Capote, Bernard Malamud, 
Frank Conroy, Philip Roth, John Cheever, James Baldwin, Bellow, and Salinger (3). 



otiier craftsmen of counterrealism according to Cooper. Like Sontag and Barth, he 

discems an ultimacy in tiiis sort of fiction. He ascribes die threat of apocalypse to an 

advanced technology tiiat plunges die world toward destmction, instilling in man a fear that 

"always lurks behind the ominous logic of recent history-or perhaps it leaps" at him 

"openly" (8). Characters in this fiction do not reach the conclusion tiiat life is absurd 

through some gmelling process of disillusionment; tiiat premise is rather a starting point for 

them and a mindset from which they never deviate. Speaking of the absence of cause and 

effect in this fiction. Cooper adds: 

Within the individual and within the larger world, the authors destroy the 
bond that one expects to find between cause and effect; they playfully 
violate the chain of logical links between events that the reader or character 
needs to orient himself. Anything can happen at any time for any reason-
and for no reason. (9) 

This sort of convention, or lack thereof, obUterates traditional notions of unity in art; these 

authors undermine our assumptions about what is supposed to happen and the design 

through which that something is to be manifested. But with agitation comes delight. If one 

is willing to accept Pierte's (Herman Melville's Pierre) declaration halfway through the 

novel that he is, by the way, a famous author, and not dismiss it as a "flaw" on Melville's 

part, but recognize it as a deliberate rebellion against convention, a jarring of the reader 

from complacency, one is willing to be surprised. I would not say that these authors are 

hostile to their readers, but they clearly work against the reader's presumptions. Nabokov 

claims that "[njothing is more boring or more unfair to the author than starting to read, say, 

Madame Bovarv. with tiie preconceived notion that it is a denunciation of tiie 

bourgeoisie."^ He also believes the reader should have to exert a good deal of effort when 

reading, that art should be difficult. Borges concedes too tiiat the reader necessarily 

^Lectures on Literature, p. 1. 
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undergoes a mild form of incarceration if he reads properly; but he is a "very happy 

prisoner, a willing prisoner."'' 

Cooper concurs with otiier critics that reality is a subjective, often slippery concept for 

these writers. He says, "The counterrealists recognize tiiat tiiere is no Reality-only 

subjective realities, or mental constmctions of tiie world made from unique and imperfect 

vantage points" (22). While tiiis notion prevails among all counterrealists, certain authors 

focus their attention on primarily metaphysical constmction and quandry while others 

explicate sociological and cultural concems. Cooper divides into the first group Barth, 

Borges, and Nabokov and into the second, Pynchon. He claims: 

Pynchon . . . is more concemed with sociology and public solutions than is 
Nabokov . . . . Pynchon's world often seems beyond human control, a 
closed system mnning down. Nabokov's world is highly controlled and 
stylized, even self-contained and static Pynchon characters . . . hunt 
for meaning by projecting beyond the individual clues or letters and trying 
to guess at their larger import For Nabokov, that larger significance lies 
within the available set of conditions and can be achieved through 
art. (42-43) 

It is this more sensitive differentiation among these authors that appeals to me. Although 

Cooper's book is primarily about Pynchon, it also deals effectively with his colleagues. It 

is quite possible, also, to make distinctions among these more "metaphysically" minded 

authors, Borges and Nabokov. This thesis will attempt to do that by examining their 

distinct uses of the mirror. 

By offering this rather surface examination of the literary context from which Nabokov 

and Borges emerge, I hope to demonstrate that the endeavor to compare and contrast their 

work is a "realistic" (one hesitates to use that word after a while) and valuable one. While I 

think it rather reductive to limit myself to fixed terminology, I will primarily refer to them 

throughout this thesis as "countertealists," not because other terms are inappropriate but 

^Taken from an interview in The Achievements of Vladimir Nabokov, eds. George Gibian and 
Stephen Jan Parker, p. 75. 



because Cooper's term seems most a propos and is certainly adequate for my purposes. I 

like also to tiiink that autiiors of such genius as Borges and Nabokov defy the labels we are 

so quick to pin on them. Therefore, I do not regard this word "countertealist" too 

seriously. It is merely useful. 



CHAPTER II 

THE MIRROR IN MODERN HCTION 

Counterrealist authors often invest their works with mirrors in order to underscore the 

tiiemes cited in the last chapter. Because these authors are more concemed with the fictive 

process and the self-conscious constmction of artifice, the mirror they exploit frequentiy 

represents literature itself. It puts forth an image in the same way that fiction issues an 

image of reality. Countertealists consider their obligation not to replicate everyday 

"reality," but to convey the sentiment of tiie characters who inhabit tiieir worlds that reality 

is no longer realistic. Therefore, the mirrors that represent literature sometimes offer 

distorted and twisted reflections of the world. In otiier words, the object does not 

necessarily duplicate or even resemble the subject, as literature does not capture "reahty" 

but rather the artist's perception of it. 

John Barth renders the process and burden of artists who become trapped in the 

labyrinth of the funhouse, or the creation of literature. Ambrose, the protagonist of "Lost 

in the Funhouse," "is the blind storyteller Borges," according to April Kendziora 

Smith (108). Barth fashions his story after Borgesian conceits: dominance of the artificial 

over the authentic, a maze of mirtors revealing the fallacy of individual identity, and shifts 

in time that show time to be unreal and non-substantial. As the conspicuous presence of 

mirrors in the story plummets one into the world of illusion, Barth's involuted writing traps 

the reader in the unreality of fiction. At the outset of the story, his self-conscious and 

candid language disorients the reader and beckons him into the maze of the funhouse. 

Barth writes, "Initials, blanks, or both were often substituted for proper names in 

nineteenth-century ficiton to enhance the illusion of reality. Interestingly, as with other 

10 
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aspects of realism, it is an illusion that is being enhanced, by purely artificial means."^ 

This seemingly casual statement is meant to confound because Barth has employed these 

"initials" and "blanks" in issuing proper names in tiie paragraphs preceding tiiis assertion, 

tiius parodying tiie constructs of realistic literature. The author does not call for the 

suspension of one's disbelief. Rather, the reader becomes aware of his designs and ploys 

but is at the same time as susceptible and vulnerable as Ambrose to becoming lost in the 

funhouse, the maze of the story. 

It would be fine and wonderful if one knew Ambrose was destined to be a great 

writer, one who constmcts subsequent funhouses, and submitted gleefully to his calling. 

His vocational choice, however, is not so simple nor so joyous. For most people, after all, 

the funhouse promises all kinds of fun: namely the chance to spy girls' panties when they 

are "upended," with their skirts "blown up" (1030). Ambrose's father even raises his 

eyebrow when his son announces his decision to "do the funhouse with Magda," for he 

indeed knows "what the funhouse [is] for" (1032). But parental apprehension dissipates 

quickly, for Peter accompanies the two youths into the funhouse and wins Magda's favor, 

leaving Ambrose to become lost in the maze and never emerge. He in fact "will construct 

funhouses for others and be their secret operator—though he would rather be among the 

lovers for whom funhouses are designed" (1036). 

Ambrose realizes that though his station as protagonist in the story should afford him 

certain privileges, he is merely a pawn, and a pronounced one at that, at the hands of Barth, 

master of the game. Indeed, "what [Ambrose had] really felt throughout was an odd 

detachment, as tiiough someone else were Master" (1026). In the mirror of countertealist 

^"Lost in the Funhouse," p. 1018. I will cite further references to this story within this chapter 
parenthetically. 
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fiction, characters are reduced to non-people, mere projections of tiie author's imagination. 

Stepping from the treacherous passageway 

at last into the mirtor-maze, [Ambrose] saw once again, more clearly than 
ever, how readily he deceived himself into supposing he was a person. He 
even saw . . . that he would repeat the deception . . . all his wretched life, 
so fearful were the altematives. (1033) 

The mirtor, particularly the labyrinth or maze of mirtors, elucidates to Ambrose the fact tiiat 

he is a mere specter, a creation of the author. But Barth adds that Ambrose is a creator in 

his own right, spinning tales which an assistant operator of the funhouse writes down 

word for word. As a tribute to Borges, the story emphasizes the necessity for Ambrose to 

be trapped in a funhouse whose mirtors are distorted, whose mirrors-before-mirtors take 

an aspect of conventional reality and change it into something other-worldly, unreal, 

strange. Such is the fictive process for both Borges and Barth. The ontological status of 

the characters in the "works" of Ambrose is ambiguous, but one cannot doubt that Barth 

deliberately invokes the Borgesian notion of infinite regress by positing such a situation. 

In Borges' "The Circular Ruins," a wizard-father dreams a son into existence and implores 

the fire god to protect his son from the knowledge tiiat he is a mere projection of die 

father's consciousness. Should this son come into contact with fire, he possesses the 

ability to pass through it and emerge unscathed because his being is specter and apparition, 

not matter. After two years of training, the fatiier sends his son downstream and some time 

later encounters two boatsmen who tell him of "a magic man," his son, "in a temple of the 

North who could walk upon fire and not be burned." ^ The father, of course, fears that 

his son might discover his condition of being "a mere image," and contemplates, "Not to be 

a man, to be the projection of anotiier man's dream, what a feeling of humiliation, of 

vertigo!" (50). His lamentation ends in a spectacular, instantaneous conflagration which 

labyrinths, p. 50. I will cite subsequent references lo this book parenthetically within this chapter 
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envelopes and destroys the mins of the fire-god's sanctuary in which he meditates. For a 

moment he believes that his time to die is nigh, and so he "walks into tiie shreds of flame. 

But they did not bite into his flesh, they caressed him and engulfed him witiiout heat or 

combustion. With relief, with humiliation, with tenx)r, he understood that he too was a 

mere appearance, dreamt by anotiier." (50). Borges himself asks, "Why does it botiier us 

tiiat Don Quixote is a reader of tiie Ouixote. and Hamlet a spectator of Hamlet? I tiiink I 

have found the cause: such inversion suggests tiiat if tiie characters of a fiction can be 

readers or spectators, we, their readers and spectators, can be fictitious." lO Lewis H. 

Rubman comments that "both Nabokov and Borges view their works as esthetic constructs 

and the characters as pitiful in their attempts to transcend tiieir createdness through 

creation" (434). 

Barth further elucidates the nature of fiction witii mirtors by writing that Ambrose 

"wondered at the endless repUcation of his image in the mirtors" and "lost himself in the 

reflection that the necessity for an observer makes perfect observation impossible" (1033). 

Ambrose does not know if the image he sees in the mirror-maze is real or not; after all, 

"[n]othing was what it looked like" (1031). By communicating the illusive nature of 

images in the mirtor, Barth in effect warns authors and proponents of realistic fiction that 

any attempt to capture or imitate "reality" necessarily fails. Writers are subjective and one 

can never know, much less reproduce, reality. 

Thomas Pynchon exploits the mirtor as a device to adorn the solipsistic worlds of his 

characters and to emphasize the disjointed quality in the associations of modem man. Like 

Borges, Pynchon frequentiy strips rooms of windows and lays waste any possibility of 

community or shared experience. In his early short story, "Mortality and Mercy in 

'^rom "Partial Spells of the Ouixote" in Other Inauisiuons. pp. 68-69. 
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Vienna," Siegel sees tiiat everyone around him has become alike in becoming solipsistic; 

each person has built a temple "to tiie glory of some image or obsession . . . decorated 

inside witii tiie art work of dream and nightmare, and locked finally against a hostile forest, 

each agent in his own ivory tower, having no windows to look out of, turning further and 

further inward" (212). The absence of windows perfectiy conveys the solipsistic 

environment so often portrayed in countertealistic fiction. Though Pynchon doesn't 

mention a mirtor specifically in this scene, he intentionally offers a window in order that 

one may consider the mirtor as the agent best able to facilitate tiiis looking "further and 

further inward." 

The almost overstated theme of Pynchon's novel, V^ resounds Henry Adams' 

preoccupation in The Education witii the displacement of the Virgin by tiie Dynamo. 

Pynchon perceives that the inanimate is invading, if not dominating and displacing, the 

animate in contemporary society. He offers flat, mechanical characters obsessed with 

themselves and mirtors to illustrate this tendency toward solipsism. Melanie is a ballerina 

who has a small key fixed between her shoulderblades which "Papa" winds in order to 

prolong her doll-like movements as she gazes into the mirtor. One never really knows 

Melanie, V.'s lesbian lover, but she is clearly obsessed with things, with being a thing, 

with submission to energies that can dominate her. V. allegedly finds love with Melanie, 

but Itague knows that anyone professing love for the girl merely affirms love for self; after 

all, he tells Satin, "The girl functions as a mirtor" (374). Itague also surmises that though 

"Papa" had given the child furs, silks, and an elegant manner of speaking, he was really 

"giving it all to himself, by way of her" (374). V. showers the ballerina with mirrors as 

gifts that facilitate their "love-making," which Porcepic calls "an ageless still-life of love at 

one of its many extremes" (385). Their sex life succinctiy portrays the necessity for die 

mirror in mechanical love: 
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V. on tiie pouf, watching Melanie on the bed; Melanie watching herself in 
the mirror, tiie minor image perhaps contemplating V. from time to time 
. . . . [T]he pattem of three was symbiotic and mutual. V. needed her 
fetish, Melanie a mirtor... another to watch her have pleasure. For such is 
the self-love of the young that a social aspect enters in: an adolescent girl 
whose existence is so visual observes in a mirror her double; the double 
becomes a voyeur. Fmstration at not being able to fragment herself into an 
audience . . . only adds to her sexual excitement. With the addition of [V.] 
-multiplied also, perhaps, by mirtors-comes consummation. (385) 

Here a character's witiidrawal into self cubninates in tiie obliteration of tiie need even to 

make physical contact during sex. Orgasm through tiie use of objects (minors) becomes 

preferable to orgasm stimulated by human contact. 

Vs abound in tiie novel in names (Veronica, Vera, Victoria, Venezuela, Vhiessu), and 

Pynchon plants further clues in the puzzle by using a minor to extt^ct a visual "V" from a 

scene: "Rachel was looking into tiie mirror at an angle of 45 degrees, and so had a view of 

the face tumed toward the room and the face on tiie other side, reflected in the mirtor" (36). 

The effect wrought by this image poses certain difficulty witii regard to two issues that 

follow: mirror-time and mirror-world. Of the same scene, Pynchon writes, "Here were 

time and reverse time, co-existing, cancelling one another exactiy o u t . . . . [D]id real time 

plus virtual or minor-time equal zero and thus serve some half understood purpose?" (36). 

Mirror-time works against real time and encompasses the artificial, the unnatural. Alluding 

to Esther's mutillation, or nose-job, at the hands of Schoenmaker (which in German means 

"beauty maker"), Pynchon writes: 

Was it only the mirror world that counted; only a promise of a kind that the 
inward bow of a nose-bridge or a promontory of extra cartilage at the chin 
meant a reversal of ill-fortune such that the world of the altered would 
thenceforth run on minor-time; work and love by minor light (36) 

The "beautiful" people inhabit the minor world, but the author disdains this sort of artifice 

perpeQ-ated by society, for it issues a standard of beauty which Jewish-looking girls like 

Esther cannot meet. Even Schoenmaker, the "alterer" with whom Esther falls in love, 

describes his profession to Rachel and admits tiiat he deals in "trafficking in human vanity, 

propagating the fallacy that beauty is not in the soul, that it can be bought" (36). 
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In addition to indulging human vanity, tiie mirrors in William Gaddis' The 

Recognitions pose a threat to one of the novel's more intuitive characters, Esme. She 

composes poetry and is able to pick up a German text and narrate from it with perfect 

pronunciation without ever having studied the language before. She is one of the few 

characters in the novel with depth sufficient to communicate her soul to another, but instead 

she wanders in a relentlessly passive "anti-quest" mode, giving her body to the likes of 

Otto and Chaby. She does not own any mirrors (has in fact filled the mirror's place on the 

medicine chest with a dark, abstract painting), and considers them dangerous agents. She 

explains her fear of them to Otto: 

-Minors dominate the people. They tell your face how to grow. 
—Now Esme, really. Minors are made to look in. 
-Made to look in? she said. -They are ev i l . . . To be trapped in one, and 
they are evil. If you knew what they knew. (221) 

Esme believes that minors are hostile to humans. She dreams of a man (unnamed) who 

cannot escape the clutches of a mirror where he works. She says with hysteric speed, 

"They work with him, because they are mirrors with terrible memories, and they know, 

they know, and they tell him these terrible things and then they trap him" (221). 

To Esme the inherentiy menacing attribute of minors is tiieir capacity to capture and 

put forth images. Image is illusion until it overtakes tiie reality it replicates; it tiien becomes 

the subject tiiat relegates tiie object (former subject). Jean Baudrillard contends that 

abhonence of image goes back to religion and the iconoclasts who feared that God was 

being displaced by the simulacmm, or image, meant to provide a representation of Him. 

He writes: 

What becomes of tiie divinity when it reveals itself in icons, when it is 
multiplied in simulacra? Does it remain the supreme autiiority, simply 
incamated in images as a visible tiieology? Or is it volatilized into simulacra 
which alone deploy their pomp and power of fascination-the visible 
machinery of icons being substituted for tiie pure and intelligible idea of 
God? This is precisely what was feared by the Iconoclasts Their rage 
to desd-oy images rose precisely because tiiey sensed omnipotence of 
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simulacra, this facility they have of effacing God from the consciousness of 
men. (7-8) 

In the same way that the "visible machinery of icons" substitutes for the pure Idea of God, 

Esme's image or "visible machinery" replaces the Idea of Esme. Men have deified her 

body, which she would like to ignore, and in tum ignored her poetry and her spirit. Otto 

tells her she has a lovely body; it is a body which for Esme is nice "because it's just easy to 

wash" (221). Aware of Otto's dependence on image, Esme refutes his claim of love by 

saying, "You don't even know me" (449). She continues, "You become the victim of your 

own observations" (449). As the metaphoric "forgotten god," Esme has a justifiable 

aversion to images and the mirrors that multiply them. 

On the other hand. Otto (a minor name, incidentally) has a vertitable obsession with 

minors. He acts a part, or issues false images, by feigning bodily injuries which he 

"suffers" from taking part in supposed "revolutions." His own minor "had enclosed his 

image so often that it would seem it could not accomodate anyone else" (159). Otto's 

fixation witii minors firequentiy involves modeling in front of them: licking his lips, 

raising an eyebrow, casting an over-the-shoulder glance, and otiier gestures of self-

adulation. The text mentions that he enjoys going into public lavatories because "tiie 

minors all in a row over the wash basins gave tiie pleasant illusion of passing one's self at 

many windows" (161). Gaddis clearly holds in derision such odious interest in self, but 

Esme's fate reveals the fate of characters out of sync with tiie solipsistic worlds they 

inhabit. She disappears from the novel so that one never knows exactiy what happens to 

her, altiiough an incidental comment on a news program of a young woman who jumps out 

of a window from a tall building brings Esme to mind. 

Autiiors of countenealism have utilized tiie mirror not as a symbol, for most of tiiem 

are post-symbolists and eschew "tiie symbol" m writing, but as an image tiiat multiplies 

image. The minor conveys as no other image can problems of being, ontological anguish, 

altemate realities tiiat invade our own, altemate selves that obliterate notions of individual 
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identity, and metaphysical dilemmas as readers and characters tt^vail over what is real and 

frequentiy receive no answers. Barth, Pynchon, and Gaddis employ the minor to function 

in numerous and quite different ways, but mirrors in their fiction most always bespeak 

distinctly modem anxieties, anxieties which Borges and Nabokov also opt to explore. 



CHAPTER m 

MIRRORS IN BORGES 

One can consider minors in the fiction of Borges on numerous levels; his writing itself 

functions as a vast minor, reflecting and distorting reality. According to Ambrose Gordon, 

Jr., his fictions are "best seen as elaborate metaphors in which our normal point of view is 

reversed" (207). Like images in minors, the inverted nature of Borges' art subverts 

conventional perception and disquiets the reader, it is not easily understood and yields no 

meaning by casual pemsal (sometimes even by vigorous study). Not only must the reader 

deal with the problem of "mirtor" at the structural and thematic levels, he must also contend 

with minors as objects that liberally infiltrate Borges' writing. Often this "prop" seeks to 

decimate human reality, reflect the fragmented state of characters, or trap people in 

inescapable labyrinths. I have organized discussion of different stories around the "nature" 

of the minors they contain. 

Mirrors as Malevolent Forces 

As a child, Borges had an all-consuming fear of minors. His sister, Norah, claims 

that one summer she and her brotiier hid in tiie farthest comer of the house from "a ghost 

that [tiiey] actually saw reflected in a closet minor."ii Having "actually" seen something 

present in the spectral world which was conspicuously absent in the conventional made 

Borges believe that minors possessed volition of tiieir own and, moreover, the power to do 

away with reality as he knew it. He admits: 

^ ^From an interview with Victoria Ocampo in TriOuarterlv 25 (1972): 441-443. 
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One of my persistent prayers to G o d . . . was that I not dream about 
minors. I know I watched them with misgivings. Sometimes I feared that 
they might deviate from reality; other times I was afraid of seeing there my 
own face, disfigured by strange calamities. (27, Dreamtigers) 

He describes the worst of his dreams by saying, "I look into a mirror and there I see 

somebody else-very uncanny or horrible, somehow myself and not myself. But since I've 

had that nightmare many times over, I know it, so I close my eyes in the dream. I no 

longer see the minor and in due time I wake up."^^ Much of his honor arises from the fact 

that something in the minor distorts his identity. That he has trained his conscious to 

control his unconscious mind by shutting his eyes to mirrors in dreams reveals a 

constitution trained by repetitious determination to avoid this enemy. So strong is Borges' 

dread of minors that they frequentiy become ominous entities in his fiction. 

For instance, the mere title "Fauna of Mirrors" implies that minor images are animals, 

creatures that live independentiy of the men they duplicate. The story comes from the 

research of "Father Fontecchio of the Society of Jesus" who studies the superstitions and 

misinformation" of the Cantonese (105, The Book of Imaginary Beings). Borges parodies 

the beliefs of this priest; his Christian dogma more closely resembles "misinformation" tiian 

tiie justified caution of the Cantonese witii regard to minors. Legend according to the 

Cantonese reveals that in ancient days one could actually "come and go" through minors. 

The world of minors and the world of men "were not, as they are now, cut off from each 

otiier" (105). When tiie minor people challenged tiiis harmonious arrangement by invading 

our worid, tiie Yellow Emperor retaliated witii "magic arts." At tiie end of much bloody 

warfare, he prevailed and "imprisoned tiiem in tiieir minors, and forced on tiiem the task of 

repeating, as tiiough in a kind of dream, all the actions of men. He stripped tiiem of their 

power and of their forms and reduced them to mere slavish reflections" (105). For Borges, 

^^From an interview in Ih£ Achievements Qf Vladimir Nabokov, p. 72 
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tills sort of punishment is tantamount to death; for at the moment one is "merely repeating 

something mechanically," one is "dead."^^ Nonetheless, a day will come when tiie 

Emperor's magic will wear off and deep in the mirror we will perceive a moving fish, 

swimming not in water but in the mercurial gleam of the minor. In addition to the fish, we 

will also find "a very faint line and the color of this line will be like no other color" (105). 

As a harbinger of the imminent upheaval, this line conveys the cause for incitement among 

the enslaved mirror-people. Its color is not merely unusual, it is "like no other" in the same 

way that minor-people believe they are nothing like us and will kill in order to assert their 

individuality. The desire to achieve independence from systems that demand conformity to 

and compliance with an established norm is the concem not only of mirror-people, but of 

many of the entities in Borges' fiction. He claims tiiat "littie by littie tiiey will break 

through the barriers of glass or metal and this time will not be defeated.... [I]n advance 

of the invasion we will hear from the depths of mirtors the clatter of weapons" (105). This 

is a fearsomely wonderful notion. Borges' frank prophecy of what will (not might) 

transpire between minor-people and, if you will, actual people is almost apocalyptic. They 

are bellicose, and he wants us to feel their threat. 

While the minors in "Tlon, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius" do not tiireaten to harm men as 

blatantiy as those in "Fauna," they abet a diabolically symmedical planet that invades tiie 

earth more effectively tiian Hitler's Third Reich. The story relates Borges' discovery of a 

secret planet created by imminent scholars in fields as diverse as asd-onomy, biology, 

metaphysics and engineering. His initial contact witii Uqbar is tiirough his friend, Bioy 

Casares, who recalls a sttiking quote from an encyclopedia entry on the country. When tiie 

men consult The Anglo-American Cvclopedia (non-existent) to find the exact wording of 

^^From one of several interviews in Borges at Eighty, p. 13. 
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tiie quote, tiiey find nothing on Uqbar. Bioy later produces an exact replica of tiie same 

encyclopedia, with tiie miportant difference of an additional four pages devoted to Uqbar. 

Borges mentions no further contact with this oddity until two years later, when he finds a 

1001-page volume devoted solely to Uqbar. Merely leafing tiirough tiie tome fills him with 

a feeling of vertigo. He explicates various details of tiiis "congenitally Idealist" planet 

(Orbis Tertius), country (Uqbar), and imaginary region within that country (Tlon). The 

details of the country include information on the philosophy, literature and history of 

Uqbar. According to the nanator, this information was published exactiy as we have it in 

story form in the Anthology of Fantastic Literature in 1940. In a postscript to "Tlon," dated 

1947 (the story in its entirety, including postscript, was published in 1940), Borges reveals 

that actual Tlonese objects have inhabited the earth. He adds also that Tlon has wiped out 

the history of his own world, replacing it with its harmonious own and will do away with 

"English and French and mere Spanish. The whole world will be Tlon" (18, Labyrinths). 

Nonetheless, he devotes his time to "an uncertain Quevedian translation . . . of Browne's 

'Urn Burial'" (18). By doing so, he resists Tlon's aggressive directive for conformity and 

asserts his own individuality, if not the collective uniqueness of all humanity. 

Borges claims that he owes discovery of Tlon "to the conjunction of a mirror and an 

encyclopedia" (3). Given Tlon's deleterious effects on humanity, one can hardly regard tiie 

minor with trust. But Borges doesn't trust it from the outset, even before he surmises 

Tlon's evil intent. His language betrays a veritable dread for the object as he writes that 

"tiie minor troubled the depths of a corridor" in his rented countty home and that it coyly 

"spie[s] upon" Bioy and him while they talk (3). Bioy attributes his disoiistful assessment 

of minors to an encyclopedia quote he remembers in which one of the heresiarchs of Uqbar 

had declared tiiat "minors . . . are abominable, because tiiey increase the number of 

men" (3). The exact quotation states, "The visible universe [is] an illusion or (more 

precisely) a sophism. Mirrors . . . are abominable because they multiply and disseminate 
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that universe" (4). Borges does not state that the universe is an illusion, only tiiat tiie 

visible universe is. In effect, he says what Barth later echoes in "Lost in the Funhouse": 

"[T]he necessity for an observer makes perfect observation impossible."i"* Tlon is the 

effort of learned men to duplicate and improve upon the universe in its perfection and 

symmetry. And yet the very presence of men in this scheme makes the endeavor futile. 

Borges regards tiie duplicating image in the mirror with the same skepticism with which he 

regards the authenticity of Tlon; neither is faithful to the object it duplicates. Immanuel 

Kant offers thought on this matter. He writes: 

If two things are completely tiie same in all points that can be known at all 
about each separately (in all determinations belonging to quantity and 
quality), it must follow that each can be replaced in all cases and in all 
respects, without tiie exchange causing the slightest recognizable difference 

What can be more like my hand or my ear, and more equal in all 
points, than its image in the minor? And yet I cannot put such a hand as is 
seen in tiie minor in the place of its original: for if the original was a right 
hand, the hand in the minor is a left hand, and the image of the right ear is a 
left ear, which could never seem as a substitute for tiie other. (124) 

Tlon overtakes reality by appearing to be more uniform tiian reality; mirrors facilitate entry 

into this symmetry by perpetrating false images and illusion. 

Borges discovers tiie 1001-page book about Uqbar tiirough Herbert Ashe, a friend with 

whom his father played chess. The book belongs to Ashe, who died a few days after 

receiving it in a certified package from Brazil. He is one who, "[i]n his lifetime . . . 

suffered from unreality" and pensively brooded over tiie "inecoverable colors of the 

sky" (6). Now that he is dead, he "is not even the ghost he was then" (6). In fact, the only 

remnants of Ashe's existence reside "amongst the effusive honeysuckles and in die illusory 

depths of the minors" in the Adrogue Hotel (6). Ion Agheana does not consider the minor 

to be a symbol of unreality; in fact he believes tiiat "[i]f the mirror is to be seen as a 

symbol, it is a symbol of a diffused, vague, or incompletely perceived reality, but not 

l'*"Lost in Oie Funhouse," p. 1033. 
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unreality" (243). But Borges' language clearly suggests the opposite. He explicitiy 

connects Ashe with both "unreality" (he suffered from it) and "minors" (one finds Ashe in 

their depths). Further, Ashe joins the narrator with Tlon, the ultimate "unreality," through 

his book of 1001 pages (a minor number, incidentally). This Tlon is a veritable unreality in 

that it is utterly removed from all things common to the reader, it is supematural. This 

unreal element makes the story fantastic. Tlon shows its realness in its aggression and 

rapid displacement of reality as tiie narrator knows it; it in effect becomes real tiiroughout 

the course of the story. 

"Tlon's" minors deviate from the task we charge our own minors: to faithfully 

replicate ourselves and our world. Like tiiese mirtors, Ashe's book claims, the literattire of 

Uqbar worries littie with duplicating any "original information." Indeed, "the literature of 

Uqbar [is] one of fantasy and . . . never refer[s] to reality, but to the . . . imaginary region 

of Tlon" (5). Fiction written about Tlon would depend, tiien, on images quite unlike those 

found within the conventional reality of Uqbar, which is a reach beyond the common 

reality in which the narrator and Bioy find tiiemselves-which in ttim enjoys a measure of 

the fantastic clearly beyond tiie reader's reality. The infinite regress suggested by tiiis 

Chinese-box sttncttire staggers the imagination of the reader, who often questions his own 

position in the game posited by Borges. 

The historical section of tiie article discusses "ortiiodox believers" who sought refuge 

on tiie islands of Uqbar's delta in order to flee "tiie religious persecutions of tiie thirteenth 

century" (5). If in fact tiiis Uqbar is "a region of Iraq"-an acttial country in the Middle 

East-one may assume tiiat it resisted the Cmsades, or religious persecutions, of tiie 

tiiirteentii century. The formidable army of tiie Catiiolic Church enforced a ratiier 

straightforward set of directives to which people of distinct principles were forced to 

submit. The fortunate ones who could escape such tyranny practiced their own religion 

and enjoyed stone minors. Though one cannot definitely say whether or not the minors 
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play a part in their religion, one cannot deny that such an implication is clearly present in 

the passage. Moreover, these mirrors are meant to provide a stark contt^st to tiie hard and 

fast doctrines issued by tiie Catholic Church. The Church tolerated only one interpretation 

of reality during tiie zealous persecutions of tiie Cmsades; stone minors afford tiie early 

fugitives multiple and differing realities depending on the observer's point of view. 

Carmen Noemi Perilli notes tiiat 

[p]ara Borges, Dios es el espejo y la mirada. Representa al mismo tiempo el 
crista] y el azogue; la luz y la sombra. Sus ojos miran al espejo y desde el 
espejo. El Creador y su criatura aparencen como dos espejos enfrentados, 
indiscemiblemente confundidos. (151) 

In such case, the fugitives regard the minor as a necessary component in their interaction 

with God. For them, it provides an appropriate symbol for the yin-yang character in all of 

life, spiritual and physical. 

Both of the objective minors in the story (the one that "troubles" Borges' corridor and 

the one that contains traces of Herbert Ashe) as well as the literary minor contained in the 

heresiarch's encyclopedia entry on Uqbar focus the reader's attention on the fantastic and 

therefore underscore the story's minor of primary importance: the minor-world of Tlon. 

Beverly Lyon-Clark explains that 

[t]he fantasy minor-world must not . . . seem merely an extension of the 
"realistic" outer world; it is rather in some sort of opposition-it may seem 
impossible by the standards of the outer world [It] must be a 
MTRROR: it is juxtaposed to another, more ordinary world in the fiction 
and reflects it (and vice-versa) [T]he juxtaposition of tiie two allows a 
dialectic between the apparently real and tiie apparentiy fantastic. (5) 

As Tlon converges upon tiie narrator, the more ordinary his world appears in conttast with 

tiiat of the fantastic region. Nonetiieless, Tlon reflects sometiiing of the reality it 

subsumes. It partakes and improves upon tiie same symmetry which human demagogues 

have exploited to digest the minds of the masses. Borges writes: 

Ten years ago [1937] any symmetry with a semblance of order-dialectical 
materialism, anti-Semitism, Nazism-was sufficient to entrance tiie minds of 
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men. How could one do other tiian submit to Tlon, to tiie minute and vast 
evidence of an orderly planet? (17) 

Borges holds both these symmetries in derision, because as he says, "any symmetrical 

system whatsoever" can cast dangerous, enchanting spells tiiat lead people to commit 

atrocities. Moreover, he finds any system finally unwarrantable in a relative universe, 

because, he has written, "a system is notiiing more than tiie subordination of all aspects of 

the universe to some one of them" (15). The scheme of system necessarily falsifies reahty. 

And so by tuming to literature, a Spanish translation of "Um Burial," he resorts to the only 

"reality" amicable to him. Cooper notes that among counten^alists, "[f]abricated reahties" 

or fictions, "may be the only realities possible or inhabitable" (25). 

In a similar fashion, symmetry abetted by mirrors seizes the life of detective Eric 

Lonnrot in "Death and the Compass." Lonnrot scmtinizes carefully placed clues and 

predicts the fourth in a series of murders: his own. The mystery begins when he rejects a 

logical, uncomplicated, and ultimately accurate solution to a murder posited by his 

pragmatic partner, Treviranus. The latter figures tiiat rabbi Marcel Yarmolinsky was 

murdered in his hotel room by a tiieif who knew of his fine sapphire collection. Lonnrot 

responds that tiiis hypotiiesis is "possible, but not interesting" (77, Labyrinths). 

Anticipating his partner's reaction, he adds: 

You'll reply that reality hasn't tiie least obligation to be interesting. And I'll 
answer you tiiat reality may avoid tiiat obligation but that hypotiieses may 
not [Y]ou propose [that] chance intervenes copiously. Here we have 
a dead rabbi; I would prefer a purely rabbinical explanation, not tiie 
imaginary mischances of an imaginary robber. (77) 

And so Lonnrot constmcts an elaborate conspiracy based on symmetry. The scenes of two 

subsequent murders conespond to tiie scene of tiie first to form on a map a perfect isocoles 

triangle. Lonnrot conjectures tiiat tiie scene of the fourtii murder will take place at tiie point 

at which the oiangle becomes a rhombus. This point is tiie villa, Triste-le-Roy, which 

closely resembles Quilty's Pavor Manor in Nabokov's Lolita in that tiiey both abound in 
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"pointless symmetries and maniacal repetitions" (83). Borges writes that Lonnrot explored 

the house, passing through galleries 

to duplicate patios, and time after time to tiie same patio. He ascended the 
dusty stairs to circular antechambers; he was multiplied infinitely in 
opposing minors . . . On the second floor, on tiie top floor, the house 
seemed infinite and expanding. The house is not tiiis large, he thought. 
Otiier things are making it seem large: tiie dim light, tiie symmetry, tiie 
minors . . . the loneliness. (84) 

Lonnrot feels the same vertigo which "Borges" feels when reading about Tlon in a book. 

Such a feeling of disorientation in one so dependent on logic and order should warn 

Lonnrot tiiat sometiiing in his plan has gone awry. Stanton Hager says tiiat when Lonnrot 

found himself duplicated in minors, he should have 

heeded his apprehensions-known that seeming design was being dissolved 
into nothingness; that regularity was being made irregular, logic illogical; 
that his elaborate constmct was being parodied, deconsttiicted, made 
fantastic-and he should have tumed back. (234) 

Scharlach capitaUzes on the knowledge tiiat Lonnrot conceives of reality only in terms of 

pure design, never considering the implications of chance and accident in the scheme of 

reality. He boasts that his plan to trap the detective in fact generates from chance: tiie 

robbery/murder of the rabbi by an unknown theif. From that point on, he plans the 

murders in order to satisfy Lonnrot's craving for symmetry and to punish him for 

incarcerating his younger brother some years earlier. To Scharlach, the perfect parodic 

punishment depends on trapping his victim in multiple minors. He swears by the "gods of 

. . . minors to weave a labyrinth around" Lonnrot (85). Gordon concurs that the 

punishment is quite a propos. writing: 

For Borges, to create is to reflect, to double the image and then double it 
once again. It is also to condemn, since, for the individuals whose destinies 
are locked up in these interlocking fictions, to be everything is to be 
nothing: to be a series rather than a person, inhabiting a hall of minors 
rather than a physical world in which a man can breathe. (209) 

Once Lonnrot recognizes his enor, he resigns himself to death and calmly instmcts 

Scharlach of an even better way to kill him "next time" (87). Perilli offers a solution to 
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Lonnrot's easy resignation, anticipation even, of deatii. She supposes tiiat, "[e]l hombre 

esti perdido en el laberinto de los espejos. Solo la muerte, 'esa virgen,' posibilita el 

encuentro con el verdadero rostro; es el ultimo espejo" 057). Whether any of tiiese 

characters can ever ascertain their identities tiirough minors, however, is debatable. It is 

easier to accept that Lonnrot finally sees tiie folly of his completely empirical approach to 

understanding life, and that is "el ultimo espejo." 

"The Draped Mirrors" in Borges' story of the same name aggravate the insantity of 

Julia, who sees in them Borges' reflection usurping her own. The autiior relates the cuento 

in terms of autobiography, but one must always question the veracity of any Borgesian 

assertion, particularly one which deals with his personal life. He begins the story with one 

of his not infrequent excursions into the tenets of Islam. This one decrees that on judgment 

day "every perpetrator of the image of a living creature will be . . . cast into the fires of 

punishment" (27, Dreamtigers). Having begun the story with a censure of minors and 

other "perpetrators" of image, he divulges his childhood fear of mirrors, citing their 

"infallible and continuous . . . pursuit of [his] actions" (27). He then describes meeting 

and befriending Julia in 1927. Of course, he says: 

There was no love between us, or even pretense of love: I sensed in her an 
intensity that was altogether foreign to the erotic, and I feared it. It is not 
uncommon to relate to women, in an urge for intimacy, tme or apochryphal 
circumstances of one's boyish past. I must have told her once about the 
mirtors and tiius in 1928 I prompted a hallucination tiiat was to flower in 
1931. (27) 

JuHa loses a grip on "reality" and covers each mirror in her room because in them she finds 

Borges' reflection consuming her own. Borges seems to mask his desire to view the world 

tiirough her distt-aught eyes by calling her vision "hallucination." We are all familiar with 

the fantastic stories of Borges' childhood encounters witii mirtors. Norah claims that 

acuial ghosts pervaded minors in their summer home, and Borges seems actually to fear 

minors well into adultiiood. It would seem tiiat some Uteral agent in tiie mirror or the 
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minx>r itself did sometiiing to tenify young Borges, but he discounts such potential 

"magic" in a detached adult voice by proposing that his mirror-stories could be "ttiie" but 

maybe are "apochryphal." Moreover, he seems to hate himself for it Notice the 

ambivalence in his closing remarks: "What bitter slavishness, tiiat of my face, tiiat of one 

of my former faces. This odious fate reserved for my feamres must perforce make me 

odious too, but I no longer care" (28). Of course he cares. He may in fact be odious, 

tiiough it is clear enough tiiat he makes a distinction between tiie fate of his image in Julia's 

minor and his own face. Or as Man'a Cecilia Grana puts it, "El espejo duplica; pero el 

reflejo es un cuerpo distinto del original, algo nuevo" (169). What stands out in one's mind 

is that the hateful image in Julia's minor is as gmesome as the fearsome ones in Borges' 

youth, only he now controls their power over him. Julia, whose "sombre" quality 

supercedes any feminine allure, is still paralyzed witii fear by minors. 

Mirrors that Reveal (Character 

Countertealist authors frequentiy present flat, undeveloped characters who experience 

either a sense of "combinational delight," paranoia, or detached resignation upon 

encountering a "web of sense" in the fictional puzzle. Borges' characters are typically quite 

flat and tend to submit when confronted with the author's design, even if that design 

includes their deatii. A flat character is one who is constmcted around a single idea or 

quality; he never surprises the reader and undergoes Uttle or no changes during the course 

of the story. He is frequentiy "two-dimensional." Minors often embellish stories with tiiis 

sort of character, and in tiie case of "The Dead Man," represent tiie protagonist's distorted 

vision. "The Dead Man" relates tiie story of Benjamin Otalora, "a sorry hoodlum" from tiie 

outiying slums of Buenos Aires who finds his way into tiie horse country of Uruguay and 

becomes a gaucho in under a year. During tiiis year he learns that "to be one of Bandeira's 

men is to be looked up to and feared," although everyone else falls short of the glory of 
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Bandeira himself: "tiie gauchos always say Bandeira does it better" (95, "The Aleph " and 

Qtfigr Stories). Such veneration clearly impresses Otalora, and so he decides to "woric 

himself up to tiie level of smuggler" in order to prove his diverse abilities to the otiier men, 

and eventually to Bandeira himself (86). Bandeira, duly impressed, allows Otalora to serve 

him mate in his sickbed. The latter, who smacks of hubris, feels demeaned by carrying out 

such a servile task. Borges is careful to list the tilings present in Bandeira's room, things 

tiiat reek of violence and tilings tiiat delude tiie young man into tiiinking that Bandeira is an 

old, ailing man whom one even half as ambitious as Otalora could depose. In Bandeira's 

room there is 

a long table with a shining disarray of riding crops, bullwhips, cartridge 
belts, firearms, and knives. On the far wall there's a minor and the glass is 
faded. Bandeira lies face up, dreaming and muttering in his sleep; the sun's 
last rays outline his features. The big white bed seems to make him smaller, 
darker. Otalora notes his graying hair, his exhaustion, his weakness, the 
deep wrinkles of his years. (96) 

One immediately senses three presences in this brief quote: the virile as opposed to the 

impotent and Borges' subtie inversion of it all with the mirror. Otalora imagines himself 

the stronger of tiie two men by dint of physical brawn and identifies himself with tiie 

objects of violence in the room, the firearms and knives. He considers Bandeira, by 

contrast, an enervated reUc whose physical weakness signifies impotence. His signifiers 

are certainly inverted. For the only tme strength according to Borges is stt-ength of mind, 

and Otalora lacks any capacity for forethought or contemplation. He is a reckless sort of 

nouveau riche character, only without riches. Gordon observes that "[e]vents are rigged 

against poor Otalora . . . by Bandeira . . . and by Borges, tiie god behind tiie mde divinit>', 

for sufficient reasons of his own: to put an unreflecting man in the center of a labyrintii of 

mirrors and see how long it takes him to reflect." (215). A fiery redhead, Bandeira's 

mistt-ess, only pushes him further into his delusion and closer to his demise. The minor 

ushers her into the scene and into Otalora's consciousness at a pivotal moment of decision. 
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Otalora is angered at "being mastered by tiiis old man. He thinks that a single blow would 

be enough to finish him. At this moment, he glimpses in tiie minor that someone has come 

in. It's the woman with tiie red hair" (96). At tiie very instant he conceives tiie ill-advised 

notion of murdering Bandeira, he sees in the clouded minor the "pelinoja" looking coldly 

at him. "The woman, the saddle, and the big bay are attributes or trappings of a man he 

aspires to bring down," writes Borges (98). It is no accident that he describes tiiese tiiree 

things as "trappings," for tiieir allure eventually d^ps Otalora. Borges carefully "clouds" 

the mirror because his protagonist's judgment is clouded to the fate he is weaving for 

himself. He vows to have his leader's woman, his saddle, and his horse and subsequentiy 

assume his position as kingpin of the band. He enlists alleged support in a conspiracy to 

oust Bandeira from, among others, the leader's "right-hand-man," Suarez. Otalora rapidly 

assumes the leader's position, along with his three prized possessions. In fact, he starts to 

feel sorry for the old man he has replaced but brings no harm to him "out of mixed reasons 

of habit and pity" (98). Circumstances quickly change, however, when a humble Bandeira 

signals to the others that the game is over, and 

Sudrez has his revolver out. Otalora realizes, before dying, tiiat he has been 
betrayed from the start, that he has been sentenced to death-that love and 
command and triumph have been accorded him because his companions 
already thought of him as a dead man, because to Bandeira he was already a 
dead man. (99) 

Once he surmises the tmth, it is too late. Gordons writes, "Self-consciousness for Otalora 

is fatal, and his destiny closes in on him. He is lost in tiie minor worid" (216). The minor 

world in this sense is tiie knowledge tiiat one has consti^cted his own inescapable labyrintii 

by yielding to false images and failed to see accurately his own face in tiie minor, even if 

that minor is faded or clouded. 

Though Borges makes good use of minors in "The Dead Man," it is by no means one 

of his better or even good stories. "Emma Zunz," by contrast, is a remarkably well 

written, intriguing story which makes only one reference to minors. The story and the 
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reference certainly merit discussion. Emma is an eighteen-year-old factory worker who 

one day receives a letter informing her of her fatiier's suicide in Brazil. She remembers tiiat 

the happier times of six years ago abmptiy ended when Aaron Loewenthal, tiie owner of 

tiie factory where she works, firamed her fatiier for embezzlement and forced him to flee the 

country. Recalling tender memories of her fatiier tiiat night, Emma devises a plan to 

avenge his wrongful deatii-a death for which she holds her boss accountable. The next 

day she goes through the routine motions of a typical workday: she goes to work, takes in 

strike mmors, and listens shyly as her girlfriends talk about boys. Saturday morning, 

however, she calls Loewenthal posing as a strike informer and sets up an appointment to 

meet with him later that day. That aftemoon she sets out for the red-tight district, soHcits a 

Scandinavian seaman, and-in a ritual that disgusts her completely-sells her body to the 

sailor. Emma tears up the money earned during the encounter, gets dressed, and goes to 

the factory where she finds Loewenthal waiting. She seizes the pistol he keeps hidden in 

his desk and shoots him fi'om behind at the first opportunity. Emma then arranges the 

room to match her story and calls someone, confessing, "Something incredible has 

happened . . . . Mr. Loewenthal had me come over on the pretext of a strike . . . . He 

abused me, I killed him" (137, Labyrinths). Borges offers one of his most beautiful 

passages with his final thoughts. He writes: 

Actually, the story was incredible, but it impressed everyone because 
substantially it was tme. Tme was Emma Zunz' tone, true was her shame, 
tme was her hate. Tme also was the outtage she had suffered: only the 
circumstances were false, the time, and one or two of the proper 
names. (137) 

"Emma Zunz" is perhaps so refreshing because it deals not with an abstraction or an infinite 

labyrinthine pattem, but with the workings of a simple human heart. The mirtor in the 

story does not trap Emma in a problematical maze; rather, it conveys sometiiing about her 

character and tiie changes to which she must subject herself in order to avenge her fatiier's 

deatii. As she walks tiirough the red-light district, the author conjectures that, "she saw 
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herself multiplied in minors, revealed by lights and denuded by hungry eyes" (134). This 

multiplication in minors signifies a stark fragmentation of personality. By nature, Emma is 

"against all violence," eschewing any coercive activities of rebellion among her sttiking co

workers at tiie factory (133). And yet by entering tiiis disttict of ill repute, she sets into 

motion the most conceivably violent plan of all: tiie destmction of another human being. 

Even more poignant is Emma's ingress into prostitution, for she is terrified of sexuality on 

all levels. Indeed, "men inspired in her . . . an aknost pathological fear" (133). She cannot 

even listen comfortably while her girlfriends talk of boys. Sex is dirty to her, and, as 

Borges says, her plan to avenge her fatiier is "endangered" when she considers that her 

fatiier made love to her mother. The fact that "her father had done to her mother tiie 

hideous thing that was being done to her now" makes him reprehensible to her in some 

way (135). Finally it is not avenging his deatii which incites Emma to murder, but 

avenging her own sexual "abuse," albeit self-imposed. Borges discloses: "In Aaron 

Loewenthal's presence, more than the urgency of avenging her father, Emma felt the need 

of inflicting punishment for the outrage she had suffered. She was unable not to kill him 

after that thorough dishonor" (136). And so as Emma assumes an identity altogether 

foreign to her nature, she is multiplied in minors. No one can surmise her true identity: 

neitiier the Scandinavian man who defiles her nor tiie investigators at tiie scene of tiie 

crime, nor even her best friend, Elsa Urstein, from whom she hides everything. One even 

wonders if she can divine her true self among the myriad images disseminated by tiie 

minor. 

Other Uses of tiie Minor 

Minors are extremely important in Borges' brand of fiction. The Argentine author 

uses the minor in a great many of his works; so many, in fact, that I cannot discuss them 
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all here.̂ 5 To cite and discuss each of his minors would be to oveneach the boundaries of 

this study. But some are so appealing as to refuse exclusion. One, for example, is the 

mirror situated on the head of the carbuncle, the name which Borges gives an imaginary 

animal so mysterious that no one knows whether it is a bird or a mammal. Borges includes 

the carbuncle among other fictitious animals in The Book of Imaginary Beings. He cites 

fictitious authors in contrived books to lend authority to his assertions regarding these 

creatures. One such author is a poet-priest of the sixteenth century named Barco 

Centenaro, who claims to have seen the carbuncle in Paraguay and describes it as "a 

smallish animal, with a shining minor on its head, Uke a glowing coal" (51). Another 

conquistador, Oviedo, claims to have seen two of these minors shining out from the 

darkness in tiie So^t of Magellan and associates tiiem witii tiie jewel tiiought to be lodged 

in dragons' brains, a deep red stone like a garnet or mby. Borges also expands upon the 

basilisk, a legendary serpent or dragon witii lethal breatii and a fatal stare. The creature 

causes the deaths of birds and rots tiie earth's fruits in addition to poisoning its so-eams for 

centuries: "[t]hat its mere glance split rocks and burned grass has been attested by 

Pliny" (44). Only three things can defend themselves against the basiUsk: the weasel, tiie 

rooster, and the mirtor. This object is tiie only lethal weapon against the creature; for, 

confronted with its own image, it falls dead. Tobin Siebers discusses tiie mytiiical 

properties of minors in his book, The Mirror of Medusa, and writes, "Amulets in general 

act to tum like against Uke; and minxjrs, by nattire, accomplish tiiis gesture with greater 

direcmess and adaptability. By simply pointing a taUsmanic minor at an adversary, its 

bearer simultaneously represents and neuQ^lizes him" (10). 

ISFrom Labyrinths alone, Borges uses the mirror in "Funes the Memorious" (59). Three Versions of 
Judas" (95), "The Immortal" (105), "The Theologians" (119). "Deutsches Requiem" (141), and The M'™^ 
of Enigmas" (209). Stories in yarious otiier collections include: "The Masked Dyer: Hak.m of Mcry. 
"The Aleph," "The Salamander," "Parable of the Palace," and "A Yellow Rose. 
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Borges presents another fatal minor in his story, "The Mirror of Ink." The tale takes 

place in Sudan, an Islamic region, and reveals tiie demise of Yaqub tiie Aihng, a wicked 

tyrant who enjoys watching scenes of punishment and death in a pool of ink poured into 

his hand. The nanator of the story is a clever young man whose life is spared as he feigns 

powers of wizardry and effects marvelous scenes in this minor of ink. Like the aleph, this 

minor allows Yaqub to see "everything seen by men now dead and everything seen by the 

living," including westem elements altogether absent from his culture (126, A Universal 

History of Infamy). When he shows the mler a street in "tiie city called Europe," Yaqub 

beholds an image which haunts him forever: a masked man in Sudanese garments. This 

person is "never absent" from the presentations in the mirror, and neither man dares to 

divine his identity. With the presence of this mysterious man, "the images in the minor of 

ink, at first fleeting or fixed, [are] more indicate" and "tiie tyrant [sees] them quite 

plainly" (127). But tiie scenes come to be increasingly cmel, leaving botii spectators 

exhausted at their conclusion. Indeed, tiie nanator says, "We witnessed nothing but 

punishments, ganotings, mutilations-tiie pleasures of the executioner and of the 

merciless" (127). One day Yaqub demands to view an execution in tiie minor of ink, and 

when "tiie wizard" sets the scene into motion, tiiey see tiiat tiie infamous masked man is tiie 

one condemned to die. Though tiie wizard tries to dissuade him, tiie Ailing demands tiiat 

tiie man be unmasked and revealed. What he sees amazes him; Borges writes: 

At last, Yaqub's soicken eyes could see tiie face-it was his own. He was 
filled with fear and madness I ordered him to go one witnessmg tiie 
ceremony of his death. He was possessed by tiie minor, so much so that 
he attempted neitiier to avert his eyes nor to spill the ink. When in tiie 
vision the sword fell on the guilty head, Yaqub moaned witii a sound that 
left my pity untouched, and he ttimbled to the floor, dead. 

Glory be to Him, who endureth forever, and in whose hand are tiie 
keys of unlimited Pardon and unending Punishment. (129) 

Though tills story is certainly simple in scope, its minor functions uniquely among others 

in Borges' writing by directly executing justice on a character deemed evil. One views tins 
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story from the perspective of a young Muslim, a man who perceives life in terms only of 

black and white. Because justice finally prevails, he offers Allah praise and leads one to 

believe tiiat God controls the mirror, dispensing with those who do not please Him and 

those who engage in evil. This notion seems rather reductive. I prefer to tiiink that Yaqub 

suffers a Narcissan sort of fate. Violence absorbs each aspect of his life and so tiie scenes 

of violence he views all along in the minor of ink convey tiie very essence of his being. 

Once the reflection of his physical person enters the mirror, his attention is transfixed and 

everything associated with the routine of looking into tiie minor intensifies. He is looking 

at himself, and subconsciously he knows it, for he is willing to "take the guilt on his own 

head-if guilt there were" in order to see the masked face revealed (128). Yaqub lives to 

witness executions; the ultimate thrill for him, at least subconsciously, could well involve 

the sensation of being executed himself In this context, "[el] espejo remite a la certeza, 

aunque hecha de fugacidad y apariencia, de la posesion de nuestro propio ser, pero, por su 

ambiguedad, alude al mismo tiempo a la fascinacion y al terror que experimentamos ante 

nuestras imagenes inconcientes" (Perilli, 150). Like Narcissus, "he was possessed by the 

minor, so much tiiat he attempted neither to avert his eyes nor to spill tiie ink" (128). 

Unlike the former, however, Yaqub does not pine away but suffers an immediate and 

violent death at tiie hands of an executioner. Further connecting tiie two is tiie fact that tiiey 

do not gaze into actual mirrors, but into liquid tiiat projects image. 

Some mirrors serve to confound tiie reader and appear in stories for no reason otiier 

than to perplex. Like his problematic foomotes, which rarely refer to acttial works or facts, 

one of the minors in "The Insulting Master of Etiquette Kotsuke no Suke" troubles the 

reader, for it does not seem to mean anything, represent anytiiing, or do anything. The 

story concems Kotsuke no Suke, an infamous court official who brings on the degradation 

and death of the lord of tiie castle of Ako and later refuses to perf"orm hari-kiri "which as a 

nobleman, was his duty" (69, A T Tmversal History of Infamy). The lord, Takumi no 
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Kami, publicly commits suicide as required and dies like a samurai. Forty-seven of his 

retainers plan revenge on K6tsuk6 no Suk€, meeting in "a chapel in a small forest . . . witii 

no otiier adomment than a rectangular box containing a minor" (71). That tins minor 

adoms a chapel barren of any religious symbols should in some way be significant; the 

setting drips witii connotative importance. I could say tiiat tiie minxjr represents tiie self-

absorption, perhaps even solipsism, of Kotsuke no Suke which permeates tiie atmosphere 

of tiie meeting and incites tiie men to intense hao-ed and vengeance against him. It is clear 

that tills "insulting master of etiquette" is solipsistic, for when tiie men ransack his home 

looking for him, tiiey discover "a narrow window hidden under a bronze mirror" (74). All 

windows covered with mirtors are suspect. But this does not explain why a chapel in the 

middle of the forest would house only a box containing a minor. I would resist most any 

assumption or justification for tiiis mirror because in my opinion Borges plants it precisely 

as a problem, nothing more. 

Borges uses the mirror in "Averroes' Search" to solve a problem rather than to posit 

one. The story is an ironic and tightiy stmctured account of an Islamic scholar's 

(Avenoes') quest to understand the meaning of the terms "Q-agedy" and "comedy." Islam 

forbids drama in all forms and thus Avenoes, a denizen of Moorish Spain, suffers from the 

inability to conceive such a phenomenon. He finally derives some meaning, albeit 

mdimentary, from the concept of drama and intuits the definition of tragedy and comedy. 

He writes in his manuscript tiiat tt-agedy is panegyrics and comedy consists of satires and 

anathemas. These rather non-descript definitions seem elementary to a westem reader, but 

they comprise a major revelation for Averroes. When he goes to prepare himself for bed, 

the fantastic tt-anspires. Borges writes that "[h]aving unwound his turban, he looked at 

himself in a metal minor" and "he disappeared suddenly" (155, Labyrinths). Gene Bell-

Villada claims tiiat this event "is not tiiat twentietii centtiry device by which the all-powerful 

autiior lords it over his characters, exposing their fictionality, but tiie opposite, an 
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admission of authorial impotence" (172). In his postscript to the story. Borges 

acknowledges his "failure," saying: 

In the foregoing story, I tried to narrate the process of a defeat I 
reflected that it would be . . . poetic to tell tiie case of a man who sets 
himself a goal which is not forebidden to otiiers, but it is to him [A]s 
I went along . . . I felt that tiie work was mocking me. I felt that Avenoes, 
wanting to imagine what a drama is without ever having suspected what a 
theater is, was no more absurd than I, wanting to imagine Avenoes witii no 
other sources tiian a few fragments I felt. . . that my nanation was a 
symbol of the man I was as I wrote it and that, in order to be that man, I had 
to compose that narration, and so on to infinity. [The moment I cease to 
believe in him, "Avenoes" disappears.] (155) 

The story then becomes a minor in which Borges sees himself; he is caught up in the 

infiiute regress of the narrative stmctiu-e; the scheme of an author trapped in his own 

narrative. Peter Hulme notes: 

That determinedly Islamic mirtor which refuses to reflect the face of 
Averroes, also refuses to let us glimpse Borges there as a comforting and 
recognizable validator of interpretation: there is no third voice to stabihze 
the dialogic confrontation. The apparent stabihty of the two fixed points 
dissolves into the vertiginous regressus of the final paragraph. (295) 

The two fixed points of which Hulme speaks, that of the primary narrative (Borges' 

postscript) and that of the secondary (Averroes' story), are both lost in the mirtor. Indeed, 

Borges separates his last statement firom the rest of tiie postscript by putting it into brackets 

in order to pull the reader into the same regressus in which he finds himself One can 

easily accept that Avertoes disappears when Borges stops thinking about him, for he seems 

like a character. But the moment Borges vaunts his own power over Avenoes, he too 

seems to disappear in a puff of smoke; indeed, tiie story abmptiy ends. The fact tiiat tiiey 

are both writers is salient, for one is led to believe tiiat someone else is writing about 

Borges, tiiat he is a character in another's fiction. Merely by writing fiction, it would 

seem, one engages in an epistemological dilemma about his own identity and confronts in a 

minor his own limitations. 
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People themselves sometimes function as minors in Borges' writing. "Rosendo's 

Tale" explains firom tiie titie character's point of view why he backed out of a fight in an 

earlier story in The Aleph collection called "Stt-eetcomer Man." Referring to tiie story's 

belligerent strong man, the Butcher, Rosendo says, "In tiiat loudmouth I saw myself, tiie 

same as in a minor, and it made me feel ashamed" (199). Seeing his own reflection in a 

repitisive character has a profound effect on him, for he refuses to contend with the Butcher 

and thus evokes strong disapproval among his friends. Similarly, Borges' grandmother 

sees in a barbaric woman a disturbing promise of her own fate in "Story of the Warrior and 

the Captive." The woman was not bom to a life among Indians on the Argentine pampas, 

but like the author's abuela. has an English heritage. Having married an Indian cheiftan, 

however, she has lost proficiency in English through disuse and come to love her 

uncivilized life on the plains. Grandmother Borges begs her not to return to the desert, but 

to no avail. Borges supposes that in the other woman, his grandmother "sees a monstrous 

mirtor of her own destiny" (130, Labyrinths). He knows tiiat when Francisco Borges, his 

grandfatiier, dies, she will be held captive and be ttruisformed by "tiie implacable continent" 

of Soutii America (130). Borges also exploits people as minors to develop the idea tiiat 

men are made in tiie "image" of God in "The Approach to al-Mu'tasim." The story's 

unnamed protagonist is a freetiiinking, unorthodox Muslim who kills a Hindu during a 

religious riot and wonders if he, a Muslim, is more justified in killing tiian the "infidel" 

Hindu. He falls among the lowest class of people in order to flee tiie autiiorities and takes 

up "evildoing." One day he sees a derehct exuding such tender spirimality tiiat he 

concludes such a man can only be a reflection of someone else, a higher being. And so he 

spends his life in search of this man, who, one can easily surmise, is God, or "al-

Mu'tasim." And, "[t]he nearer to al-Mu'tasim tiie men he examines are, tiie greater is their 

share of tiie divine, though it is understood that they are but minors" (49, The Aleph and 

Other Stories). 
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One of Borges' most celebrated minors hangs in "The Library of Babel," faitfifully 

duplicating all appearances. In conu-ast witii Borges, most "[m]en usually infer from tiiis 

minor tiiat the Library is not infinite (if it really were, why tiiis illusory duplication?)" (51, 

Labyrintii^). The autiior prefers to dream tiiat its "polished surfaces represent and promise 

tiie infinite" (51). The story discusses tiie sdiicture of tiie universe and tiie nattire of God 

and focuses on tiie poles of chaos and order. Though the library, which seems to represent 

tiie universe, is perfectiy symmetilcal, it is also called "Babel." This name immediately 

brings confusion and chaos to mind: one thinks of the tower of Babel, man's thwarted 

effort to match wits with God, and the word "babble," meaning incoherent nonsense. 

Borges chooses the name well, for it conveys the disorder and impotence of tiie human 

mind upon confronting anything utterly symmetrical and infinite. That this Ubrary is 

infinite already overwhelms the mind; add to that a mirror capable of multiplying infinity 

yet again, and one has a veritable Borgesian nightmare on his hands. Robert Alter writes: 

In story after story, Borges offers images of focused infinity, objects and 
contrivances that seem to mean everything and necessarily mean nothing, 
therefore making the mind boggle, inducing a sense of ontological vertigo 
. . . . One thinks of the labyrinths, the ingenious varieties of infinite 
regresses and minors upon minors. The mind, in its very power to 
conceive these things, seems all-powerful, but in conceiving that which it 
cannot possibly comprehend, it also reveals its own impotence. (328-329) 

Though tiie Hbrary itself is perfectiy symmeuical, some of the books witiiin subsist in 

formless disanay. The mirror, though, is capable of doubling tiiis state and thus reversing 

it The author writes that if a time d:̂ veller were to cross the library at any point, he "would 

see that tiie same volumes were repeated in the same disorder (which, thus repeated, would 

be an order: tiie Order)" (58). 

Borges often exploits the minor to inject his works with a dose of tiie ontological 

terror he frequentiy felt when confronted with one as a child-and, some would add, which 

he continues to feel as an adult. Occasionally it serves to reveal a character to otiiers or 

blind him to his inadequacies in dealing witii a formidable world. He often places minors 
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in nonsensical places, like atop a carbuncle's head or in a rectangular box in a remote 

chapel in tiie forest. His minors at once solve authorial problems and pose insurmountable 

problems for both reader and author. They can n^p characters who cannot tear their gazes 

away from the images they see, or compel other characters to cover their mirrors for fear of 

finding a hostile agent there. Borges' varying uses for mirrors are so diverse as to defy 

classification. With regard to his other themes, particularly the notion of the double, he 

uses the minor to contain antitiietical opposites and to counter the image of the object by 

reversing it. Minors involve problems conceming perception and potential aberration or 

vision distortion, not to mention the illusive nature of being. For these reasons they are a 

fit image with which to handle the ontological, epistemological, and metaphysical concems 

for which Borges is renowned. 



CHAPTER rV 

MIRRORS IN NABOKOV 

Nabokov's writing tends to evoke metaphysical questions such as "What is real in this 

work?," or "What is real in the world?" Though beyond providing any glib solution to 

such speculation, Nabokov shows that art allows knowledge of an almost sacred reality 

that is, by its own namre, elusive, illusive and allusive. Perilli's view that only "el hecho 

de convertir la realidad en lenguaje permite conocerla, pero tambien acaba por convertirla en 

un espejismo" reveals the necessity and problem of "minor" convention in the fictive 

process (154). That reality becomes an "espejismo" when language attempts to capture it 

shows how ambiguous and slippery language itself is. Nabokov's words are not vehicles 

for meaning, but pieces in his game. He subverts notions of "consensus-reality" in the 

same way that a minor image distorts and changes, however subtiy, its object.̂ ^ 

Literature, as Kathryn Hume notes, "is the product of two impulses: mimesis, felt as a 

desire to imitate, to describe events, people, situations, and objects . . . and fantasy, the 

desire to change tiie givens and alter reality" (20). Nabokov's mirrors (and fictions)-as 

well as Borges'-act on the impulses of both mimesis and fantasy. While they do reflect 

some aspect of contiguous "reality," they modify tiiat "reality" considerably. Scholes notes 

the altering namre of all minors-within or outside a work of fiction. He writes: 

Minors are superbly iconic in their reflections of reality, but patently 
artificial in at least tiiree respects. They reduce tiiree dimensions to a plane 
surface of two, tiiey double distance and reduce size (our face in the muror 
is only half its ttaie size), and, most significantiy, they reverse right and 
left. (12) 

^^Lance Olsen writes tiiat Nabokoy attacks tiie notion of "consensus-reaUty," or the objective 
existence of all eyents, p. 117. 

42 
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Their "iconic" quality refers to tiieir representation or symboUzation of reality. But like 

fiction, mirrors undermine the very similarities to reality which tiiey foster. The artist's 

task is to effect such uickery. According to Nabokov: 

Literature is invention. Fiction is fiction. To call a story a tme story is an 
insult to both art and tmth. Every great writer is a great deceiver, but so is 
that arch-cheat Nature. Nature always deceives. From the simple deception 
of propagation to the prodigiously sophisticated illusion of protective colors 
in butterflies or birds, there is in Nature a marvelous system of spells and 
wiles. The writer of fiction only follows Nature's lead.̂ ^ 

But mimetic theory remains alive in what Graff calls "a paradoxical and fugitive way," 

infusing Nabokov's "brand of fantasy" (219). It would seem that tiie differentiation 

between these two modes, mimesis and fantasy, would be easy to fix based on a vantage 

point of "consensus-reality," but Nabokov attacks any such basis on tiie grounds tiiat all 

perception of "reality" is subjective and that total intelligibUity is impossible in tiie 

production of a universe without Tmth. Jacques Derrida explains the characteristic 

mimesis in literature, writing that 

[t]he book, which copies, reproduces, imitates living discourse, is worth 
only as much as that discourse is worth. It can be worth less, to the extent 
that it is bereft of the life of logos: it can't be worth more. In this way, 
writing in general is interpreted as an imitation, a duplicate of tiie living 
voice or present logos Mimesis is lined up alongside Giith: either it 
hinders tiie unveiling of tiie tiling itself by substituting a copy or double for 
what it is; or else it works in tiie service of ttiitii tiirough tiie double's 
resemblance Logos must indeed be shaped according to tiie model of 
tiie eidos [the figure of intelligible visibtiity (189)]; tiie book tiien 
reproduces the logos, and the whole is organized by this relation of 
repetition, resemblance . . . doubling, duplication, this sort of specular 
process and play of reflections where things,. . . speech, and wnttng come 
to repeat and mirtor each other. (185, 187, 188) 

Whtie one is constantly aware of tiie presence of mirtor-as-tiiing witiiin Nabokov's novels, 

it is tiie niirtx)ring, doubting, and repeating inherent in tiie act of writing itself which 

predominates. Minor emerges at tiie nanative and diegetic levels of tiie fiction, creating a 

^̂  Lectures on Literature, p. 5. 
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spirality of sorts, a wheel witiiin a wheel, a work within a work. Lyon-Clark maintains 

tiiat Nabokov's minor "is more than mimetic," however, as she elaborates on tiie Ulusive 

reflections of tiie mirror-world in his works (2). 

Classifying Nabokov's minors into tidy, compartmentalized groups according to 

"function" or "purpose" is next to impossible. While some minors distinctiy communicate 

character limitation and otiiers convey sometiiing about the nature of tiie fictive process 

itself, still others serve only to create a visual effect, a piling of image on image. The 

important thing to remember is that all of these minors seem to overlap and mesh together 

to affirm the inverted, involuted, exacting pattem assigned by Nabokov to the fiction itself 

They also convey the solipsistic design of the characters within that fictional pattem, which 

Sam Johnson says is "a pattem of language (and difference) that is not mimesis but 

dissemination" (102). I have organized discussion of Nabokov's mirrors by the novels 

containing them. Including all of Nabokov's minors within the scope of this study is 

hardly feasible; I have chosen to discuss two of his novels, Lolita and Despair. 

Lolita 

Minors embellish Humbert Humbert's artistic account in LoUta from tiie very outset of 

tiie novel. He recalls a motiierless but happy childhood spent at the "Hotel Mirana," a place 

which "revolved as a kind of private universe, a whitewashed cosmos within tiie blue 

greater one tiiat blazed outside" (12). Humbert's worid-witiiin-a-world makes an 

immediate impression on the reader, moreover, this world is called the Hotel "Mirana," a 

word whose root, "mira," means "to look" and also provides tiie root for the terms 

"minor" and "mirage." Mirana fumishes the setting for his encounter with Annabel Leigh, 

the nymphet in whom "LoUta began" (16). By coining tiie nymphet of Humbert's youth 

Annabel Leigh, Nabokov parodies Poe's child bride in the poem, "Annabel Lee." Such 

recunent and witty word-play characterizes Humbert's involuted authorial design. It seems 
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in fact that nymphets are the agents who intensify and proliferate his sotipsistic tendencies 

in the first place. With the collaboration of Annabel, after all, Humbert contemplates for 

the first time "the plurality of inhabited worlds, competitive tennis, infinity, solipsism, and 

so on" (14). 

John Updike believes tiiat Nabokov asks "of his own art and the art of others a 

something extra —a flourish of mimetic magic or deceptive doubleness-that [is] supematual 

and suneal in the root sense of these degraded words."^* Humbert experiences the tmest 

sort of deceptive magic when artful mirtors metamorphose the dismally tme objects of his 

gaze into delectable nymphets. He laments: 

I would notice a lighted window across the so-eet and what looked like a 
nymphet in the act of undressing before a co-operative mirror. Thus 
isolated, thus removed, the vision acquired an especially keen charm that 
made me race with all speed toward my lone gratification. But abmptiy, 
fiendishly, the tender pattem of nudity I had adored would be tt^nsformed 
into the disgusting lamp-lit bare arm of a man in his underclothes reading 
his paper by the open window in the hot, damp, hopeless summer 
night. (22) 

Of course, tiiis exercise tt-anspires during his "pre-dolorian" days, when it is enough to 

invoke a nymphet, any nymphet But after Lojihs him, he recalls the same scenario and 

applies the appropriate name to tiie tempo-ess involved. He remembers tiiat "the lighted 

image would move and Eve would revert to a rib, and there would be nothing in tiie 

window but an obese partly clad man reading tiie paper" (226). An unfortunate shift of 

light suffices to render the vision of his romanticized lust into a corpulent cause for nausea. 

Sexual fervor favors mirtor deceit again in Transparent Things.̂ 9 Sporting an orange 

blouse and black skirt, Julia enters Hugh Person's flat "to be unzipped and bedded," 

realizing tiiat she has made love in tiie same room with Jimmy, a war casualty, some years 

^ ̂ Lectures on Literature, p. xxy. 

l^Though I haye opted not to concentrate on this noyel in tiiis paper, this "magic mirror" is so 
closely alligned with the one Humbert sees tiiat it seems necessary to discuss iL 
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earlier. Young and virile, Jimmy provides a salacious conu-ast to tiie "bony reality" of 

Person and his "blundersome lovemaking" (35). Consumed with Jim, Julia 

noticed that the closet mirror as seen from the bed reflected exactiy tiie same 
still-life artangement, oranges in a wooden bowl, as it had in the garland-
brief days of Jim, a voracious consumer of the centenarian's fmit. She was 
almost sorry when upon looking around she located the source of the vision 
in the folds of her bright things thrown over the back of a chair. (36) 

One remembers the orange blouse flung over a chair, mirroring Jim's fruit. The powerful 

combination of delusion, libido, and looking-glass forestalls the characters' perception of 

anything according to the pattem posited by objective reality; what tiiey see is an extension 

of their inner vision. Nabokov does acknowledge a sort of "everyday reality," but 

recognizes tiiat the inner vision, albeit distorted or "abnormal," is much more interesting 

and important. He proclaims, "To be sure, tiiere is an average reahty, perceived by all of 

us, but tiiat is not tt-ue reality."20 The minor tums the disttirbed mind of tiie character in 

upon itself in order to reveal tiie effects of an unconttt)lled inner vision, one tiiat tties to 

impose its own design on the rest of the world. Nabokov's mirror shows, in effect, that 

when tiie solipsistic character endeavors to observe life, his glace inevitably falls back upon 

himself; for tiie self is his only viable reality and tiie walls of his universe are hned witii 

minors. 

Having experienced nymphet-euphoria with Annabel as a child, Humbert marries 

Valeria, a "fluffy and frolicsome" woman in her twenties who gives a "good impression" 

of a tittle girl. He filches a girl's nightshirt from an orphanage for her wedding-night 

ti-ousseau, but soon after consummating their nuptials, "reality soon assert[s] itself (28). 

He laments: 

The bleached curl revealed its melanie root; tiie down ttimed to prickles on a 
shaved skin; tiie mobtie moist moutii, no matter how I smffed it witii love. 

20 Strong Opinions, p. 188. 
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disclosed ignominously its resemblance to tiie conesponding part in a 
tt-easured portrait of her toadlike dead mama; and presentiy, instead of a pale 
little gutter girl, Humbert Humbert had on his hands a large, puffy, short-
legged, big-breasted and practically brainless baba. (28) 

He is tricked into thinking that she could satisfy him as a littie girl could. Of course, it is 

mostly to tame his obsession with little girls that he chooses to marry. It indeed occurs to 

him that a conventional marriage including "the prophylactic routine of its bedroom 

activities" might help to purge him of "degrading and dangerous desires," or at least keep 

them under "pacific control" (26). Nabokov stresses the absence of mirror in their 

connubial abode and, in fact, creates a sense of dead ends and impaired vision which 

emphasizes Humbert's quest-for-nymphet gone awry. Their squalid little flat has "two 

rooms, a hazy view in one window, a brick wall in the other" (28). One must pay 

particular attention to tiie way in which Nabokov uses botii his windows and his minors. 

Windows suggest possible transcendence of solipsism, potential connection with the 

outside world. But one window in the flat rejects the possibility of any vision. Indeed, it 

offers only a brick wall, an ending that precludes viable escape through marriage of 

eventtial "nympholeptic" crimes. The otiier window does not permit clear vision; it rather 

lends a "hazy" view to life outside tiie home. All Humbert can see is "nymphet," for he 

gives Lo tiie appellation "Haze" (which supposedly rhymes witii her "real" last name) and 

her hazy visage is foreknown to and consumes his world. 

On making the glorious acquaintance of LoUta (Dolores, Dolly, Lola, Lo, Cannen, 

etc.) and removing a speck from her eye witii his "quivering sting" (his tongue), Humbert 

announces, "For a moment we were botii in the same wartn green bath of tiie minor tiiat 

reflected tiie top of a poplar with us in tiie sky" (45). This incipient physical encounter 

visits ecstasy on Humbert and plunges him into a muror-world of no rett-eat. He 

tt^sfortns Lolita into a mythic goddess, a creation of his distorted inner vision, and joins 

rank witii her in his sotipsistic consttoict, becoming "Adam . . . miraged in his apple 

orchard" (73). Lolita certainly does not underestimate her allure, seeing "herself as a 
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starlet" whereas her motiier considers her a "decidedly homely kid" (67). Charlotte, or 

"Big Haze," does not participate in Humbert's lustful design. She is, in fact, oblivious to it 

and serves merely as her husband's tool to possess the girl. Because she is a 

conspicuously conventional character rather tiian glorified Humbertian invention, Nabokov 

does not describe her with minors. He does, however, give her a window, but Haze 

prefers to peer "at the windowpane rather than through it" (94). She cannot arrive at sound 

conclusions on time because she lacks the abUitiy to see clearly her husband's ulterior 

motives; she cannot, in effect, see through the window. Her vision is blocked by 

delusions of home and hearth. 

Nabokov reveals an acute talent for thematic combination and word play with his 

inclusion of the episodes about and on "Hourglass Lake." Humbert misunderstands Lolita 

when she says to him, "Look, make Mother take you and me to Our Glass Lake 

tomonow" (47). By using homonynuc terminology and puns, the autiior manipulates two 

of his most important tiiemes: time and minors. The key word in Lo's supplication-tiie 

one, perhaps, that makes Humbert think she is referring to a looking glass-is tiie 

imperative "look." To tell Humbert to "look," provided he doesn't look into a minor, 

would be sound advice at this point in the novel, before he bungles everything up. Later, 

when Dolly writes home from Camp Q, she says that she is "having a time," a statement 

which her mother disdains, saying, "The dumb child . . . has left out a word before 

•time'" (83). But she does not leave out a word; at least Nabokov does not She is under 

Nabokov's spell, a condition tiiat imparts magic time to her and tiiose witii whom she 

comes into contact. In fact when she absconds with Qutity, tiie lake loses some of its 

magic for Humbert, emerging in his memory as "my and Charlotte's Glass Lake" rather 

than "Our Glass (Hourglass) Lake" (218). Moreover, tiiese memories recall the summer 

alone witii Charlotte, Lo spending a lurid time away at Camp Q, meeting Quilty and losing 

her virginity with a pubescent pal. 
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At any rate, tiie lake functions as a minx)r, and, when bad weatiier interf-eres witii a 

weekend outing to tiiat "unattainable lake," Humbert settles for ttying on "before tiie mirtor 

a new pair of bathing dunks" (52). He supposes that the infamous Aubrey McFate should 

have planned "a small tt-eat" for him "on tiie promised beach, in tiie presumed forest," but 

Big Haze arranges for Mary Rose Hamilton to accompany her daughter on tiieir 

outing (58). It later provides tiie setting for some of his most inoicate scheming and 

Hbidreanung. When he sees cute Mabel and Marion (luo is off at camp) straddling a bicycle 

with their legs wide apart, he can only envision "Fatiier and daughter melting into tiiese 

woods" (86). He must devise a plan to stop Charlotte from sending Dolly to boaniing 

school and determines that the "natural solution [is] to destt"oy Mrs. Humbert" by drowning 

her (86). Evoking Transparent Things, he describes tiieir location on the water as "at least 

a thousand paces away (if one could walk across water)" from the bank (87). He cannot 

make himself kill her, tiiough, because as a mle, "[p]oets never kill" (90). But Humbert 

adds that he is "no poet . . . only a very conscientious recorder," absolving him, if only a 

little, of Quilty's murder (74). 

Mirrors depict Humbert's solipsism most thrilhngly when the pedophtie and the "ped" 

arrive at the hotel room in which they make love for the first time. In the room 

[t]here was a double bed, a mirror, a double bed in the minor, a closet door 
with a minor, a bathroom door ditto, a blue-dark window, a reflected bed 
there, the same in the closet minor, two chairs, a glass-topped table, two 
bedtables, a double bed: a big panel bed, to be exact, witii a Tuscan rose 
chenille spread, and two frillal, pink-shaded nightiamps, left and 
right. (121) 

Nabokov's overt attention to the mirrors, the recurring doubles, and the bed begs tiie reader 

to make connections between the three. Alfired Appel, Jr. calls tiiis room "a tittle prison of 
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minors, a metaphor for [Humbert's] solipsism and circumscribing obsession".2i He 

adds: 

[Nabokov's] characters continually confront minors where they had hoped 
to find windows, and the attempt to tt-anscend solipsism is one of 
Nabokov's major themes. As a literal image and overriding metaphor, the 
minor is central to the form and content of [his] novels. (374) 

Lance Olsen believes that in this scene, Nabokov presents the self 

as an autistic entity caught forever among its own silver surfaces At 
the very moment the image deconstmcts the self and the possibility of 
expression, it paradoxically expresses a painful longing for the self and the 
expression its expression has dismembered (123) 

Nabokov places these minors everywhere in his fiction. What makes this particular scene 

so engaging is that minors double the doubles and also the bed, creating a nightmarish sort 

of trap for both Humbert and Lolita. The excessive double-presence in the room 

foreshadows Quilty, Humbert's own double, alter ego, and rival for Lolita's affection. 

Quilty is, in fact, present at the hotel when Hum and Lo consummate tiieir bond(age). The 

hotel is called "The Enchanted Hunters," for which Quilty names his play and from which 

he forms an anagramatic pseudonym (Ted Hunter, Cane, NH). In addition, Humbert calls 

himself "an enchanted hunter" and speaks of an "enchanted island of time" (20). When he 

looks at a contemplative Lolita he wonders, "Was there something wrong . . . witii those 

great gray eyes of hers, or were we botii plunged in the same enchanted mist?" (122). 

Though Humbert does not yet know it, botii of tiiem are under Qutity's control (or 

Nabokov's enchanttnent). Even the hotel's rapturous "double beds" are "really triples" 

(able to accomodate tiiree) according to the desk clerk (120). But even though Quilty foils 

Humbert's plan to possess Lolita, it is ultimately Humbert's problem with tiie bed which 

^^The Annotated Lolita. p. 374. 
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effects the loss of his daughter. His obsession to conttol Lo, most particularly in sexual 

matters, overrides any consideration for her well-being. 

From time to time, Lolita ponders her incarceration in Humbert's prison of minors. In 

tiie hotel room before any blatant sexual activity tt-anspires, she "stares at herself 

contentedly, not unpleasantly surprised at her own appearance, filling with her own rosy 

sunshine the surprised and pleased closet-door minor" (121). She Ukes her good looks, 

enjoys movie magazines, loves to pop bubble-gum; in short, she is a normal teenager who 

has already lost her virginity (in a somewhat normal fashion) with another kid. After 

becoming Humbert's sexual plaything, however, she puts "her sulky face to a door 

mirror" (139). Sex is more or less a game to her at this point in the novel, but it seems as 

though she realizes the import of the situation and her loss of conttol. When Humbert 

realizes he has lost control of her and that she has transcended his confinement, it is he who 

feels the Umitations of his own cage. After a quick d^st witii Quilty later in tiie novel, Lo 

announces that she has been with a littie girl named Dolly. Humbert, aware of her dubious 

alibi, laments, "So that's the dead end (the minor you break your nose against)" (227). 

Confronted with Quilty, Humbert naturally undergoes a process of inversion; Quilty is 

his double, his minor image, his alter ego. Nabokov consistently uses minors, mirages, 

and glass-like surfaces to describe him. The playwright pursues the pair on their 

westbound journey in his red sports car, and between his car and Humbert's blue one lies 

"a zone of evti mirth and magic, a zone whose very precision and stabUity had a glass-like 

virtue that was almost artistic No matter how [they] drove, the . . . interspace slid 

on intact... mirage-like, the viatic counterpart of a magic carpet" (221). Humbert finds 

Qutity "swimming and shivering witii lust in [his] minor" (219). Nabokov chooses not to 

specify whether he means Humbert's rearview mirtor, which would support tiie commonly 

held notion tiiat Quilty is an individual in active pursuit of anotiier individual. But 

Nabokov just says that Quilty appears in Humbert's minor, a fact implying tiiat his 
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perception is markedly subjective, that he is most fiightened of himself, and tiiat this book 

offers no solid character identity. I for one am never sure whetiier or not there really is a 

Quilty, or whether tiiere are merely diverging Humberts. One can notice tiie ambiguous 

language describing tiieir final conflict: 

We rolled all over the floor, in each other's arm, Hke two huge helpless 
children. He was naked and goatish under his robe, and I felt suffocated as 
he rolled over me. I rolled over him. We rolled over me. They rolled over 
him. We rolled over us. (301) 

A character may even superimpose his own aspect onto anotiier character, for when 

Humbert sees Quilty, he claims, "What I had recognized him by was tiie reflection of my 

daughter's countenance-that same beatitude and grimace but made hideous by the 

maleness" (239). Cue retains some shard of Lolita, then, on his own visage. Humbert, on 

the way home after murdering him, goes through some sopoforic change, saying, "Gently, 

dreamily, not exceeding 20 mph, I drove on that queer minor side" (308). By driving on 

the wrong side of the road, Humbert breaks the laws of traffic in the same way tiiat 

Nabokov subverts the mles of conventional literature throughout the novel. In fact, the 

author sets up a first-rate metaphor along these lines. Humbert says: 

The road now stretched across open country, and it occuned to me-not by 
way of protest, not as a symbol, or anything Uke that, but merely as a novel 
experience-tiiat since I had disregarded all tiie rules of humanity, I might as 
well disregard tiie mles of tt^fic. So I crossed to tiie left side of tiie 
highway and checked the feeling, and tiie feeling was good. It was a 
pleasant diaphragmal melting, witii elements of diffused tactility, all this 
enhanced by tiie thought tiiat notiiing could be nearer to tiie eUmination of 
basic physical laws tiian deliberately driving on the wrong side of the road. 
In a way, it was a very spiritual itch. (308) 

This "novel experience" for Nabokov is tiie writing experience, tiie writing of novels. 

How beautifully he avoids tendencies toward "protest," which brings to mind social 

protest, fiction witii "a message," and Black Humor. He says tiiat literattire should inspire 

in tiie reader nothing less tiiat "aesthetic bliss, that is a sense of being somehow, 

somewhere, connected witii other states of being where art (tenderness, kindness, ecstasy) 
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is tiie norm."22 it certainly should not, as John Ray, Jr., believes, make "all of us-

parents, social workers, educators-apply ourselves with still greater vigilance and vision to 

tiie task of bringing up a better generation in a safer worid."23 Nabokov, in fact, creates 

tills unfanciful voice to parody tiie stance of tiiose who would make of Uterauire sometiiing 

"useful." The road sttretched out before Humbert neitiier is a "symbol." Indeed, Nabokov 

(as well as Borges) holds "tiie symbol" in derision. Robert Alter discusses tiie ebbing of 

symboUsm among authors of postmodernism and tiieir recognition of literature's inherent 

timits. He writes that the reaction against symbolism is 

present in the iridescent play of Nabokov's inventions, teasing us about 
meanings while leading us back to the generative activity of art itself 
The escape of meaning becomes the subject The very act of 
symboUzation, in fact, is a confession of failure on the part of the poet; 
when the object in its own terms eludes him, he tries to arrogate it to himself 
by fixing it at a nexus of signification in his own stmcture of words. Such 
an act, of course, however elegantly or persuasively performed, is not an 
apprehension of the object but its violation. (331) 

It is the subtie diminishing of dependence on "tactiUty," the need to locate some thing 

representing some looming idea, which Nabokov wishes to effect. To be sure, tiiere is a 

brand of literature, replete with handy symbols and aUegories, which caters to doubting 

Thomases; but Nabokov knows tiiat the ttoily "blessed" reader favors effacement of the 

need to touch, the subversion of basic physical laws. 

Finally, Humbert "breaks on tiirough" to tiie mirror side in order to (lo and) behold tiie 

"holy of holies": tiie creation of art. To live and write on tiie "minor side" is to 

acknowledge that tiie tangible objects, people, and events (if any of these can indeed be 

tangible) which one would attempt to channel through tiie pen onto paper are far less 

substantial or important tiian tiiat sacred, patentiy artificial rendition of tiieir existence 

22"On a Book Entitied Lolita" in Th(̂ . Annotated Lolita. pp. 316-317. 

^̂ LoUla, p. 8. 
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tiirough art. To stiip Humbert's world of mirrors by putting him through some rigorous 

psychoanalytic program would be tantamount to blasphemy according to tiie precepts of 

Nabokov. For however detestable society deems Humbert, he does offer a brilUant text 

bearing wimess to his solipsistic vision and thus pratties witii seraphim tete-a-tete, whtie 

the dogmatic blind such as John Ray, Jr., never get off tiie ground. Ray acknowledges as 

much, saying, "[H]ad our demented diarist gone, in tiie fatal summer of 1947, to a 

competent psychopatiiologist, there would have been no disaster, but tiien, neither would 

there have been this book" (7). It is finally the book that is sacred to Nabokov. Sam 

Johnson eloquently notes that "just as the surface of the lake ultimately mirrors the blue of 

the heavens, Nabokov's spatial metaphorics is, upon deepest reflection, spirimal" (106). 

By inverting the world of touch to the mirror-side, Humbert deUvers his reader to an 

elevated plateau, one far more "real" than any offered by society, a "reality" sanctified by 

Nabokov. 

Despair 

Despair offers the most humorous and weU-done aversion to mirrors of any novel I 

wiU discuss. Its narrator is Hermann, a narcissistic chocolate salesman who openly snarls 

at the reader and boasts a "marvelous abtiity to express ideas witii tiie utmost grace and 

vividness" in his first sentence (13). He echoes Humbert Humbert by observing in the first 

paragraph, "At this point I should have compared the breaker of tiie law which makes such 

a fuss over a little spilled blood, witii a poet or a stage performer" (13). This assertion 

makes clear tiiat Nabokov intends to break witii Uterary convention and present a narrative 

dealing witii murder occasioned by a character's inabUity to see beyond himself or 

recognize anotiier person as anything but a character in his own play. The novel explores 

tiie prose style of a character witii a simultaneous dread and fixation witii mirrors. Despair 
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parodies tiie tt^ditional Dopplgganger motif whtie working with aU tiiese mirrors and 

enjoys marvelous involution, y a Nabokov. 

Hermann first mentions minors when recalling his wife, Lydia's, ratiier silly 

rehearsals in front of tiiem. It seems tiiat "every time she catches sight of herself in tiie 

mirror," she Ufts her eyebrow and stt-ains her nosdil in imitation of a vamp (31). Of 

course, he pens tiiis observation after all of the action of the novel has tt-anspired and he 

awaits police capttire in a reclusive hideaway. But right after saying tiiis word "mirror," he 

recotis, exclaiming: 

Now that is a word I loatiie, the ghastiy tiling! I have had none of the article 
ever since I stopped shaving. Anyway, the mere mention of it has just 
given me a nasty shock, broken the flow of my story. (31) 

But rather than continue with his story calmly, Hermann feels obligated to plunge his 

reader and himself into a broad assessment, a history, indeed, of minors. Though he is 

repelled by minors, "the ghastiy things," he cannot pull himself away from tiiem. The 

"history of minors," as it were, follows. He claims that 

there are crooked ones, monsters among mirrors: a neck bared, no matter 
how slightly, draws out suddenly into a downyard yawn of flesh, to meet 
which there sttetches up from below the belt another marchpane-pink nudity 
and both merge into one; a crooked minor strips its man or starts to squash 
him, and lo! there is produced a man-bull, a man-toad, under tiie pressure 
of countiess glass atmospheres; or else, one is puUed out like dough and 
then tom in two. (31) 

This "history" of mirrors is certainly exclusive; it ignores any sort of "normal" mirror and 

acknowledges only ones tiiat distort the objects tiiey reflect. Indeed, Hermann seems to be 

obsessed witii "crooked" mirtors and tiieir ability to metamorphose man into another 

creature, still half-man but half-something-else as well. He emphasizes this minor's 

potential to desQ-oy tiie man it replicates; it can "sttip" and "squash" a man and fmally tear 

him "in two." This sinister talk foreshadows Hemiann's destt^ction of Felbc, even down 

to tiie "sttipping" of his clotiies and the assumption of his identity. 
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Because he dwells at such lengtii on tiiem and attributes to tiiem ample powers of 

distortion, one knows that Hermann is quite fascinated by mirrors. However, as soon as 

he realizes that he has beti^yed a deep-seated fear of a seemingly harmless object, he lashes 

out against tiie reader, revealing additional and significant insecurities. Convinced tiiat tiie 

reader gibes his fear, he retorts: 

Enough-let us get on-roars of laughter are not in my Une! Enough, it is 
not all so simple as you seem to think, you swine, you! Oh, yes, I am 
going to curse at you, none can forbid me to curse. And not to have a 
looking glass in my room-tiiat is also my right! Tme, even in tiie event of 
my being confronted by one (bosh, what have I to fear?) it would reflect a 
bearded stranger.... I am disguised so perfectiy, as to be invisible to my 
own self I hide in the natural jungle that has grown out of me. There 
is nothing to fear. SiUy superstition! (31) 

Hermann fervently desires the absence of minor, the freedom from obUgation to face 

himself. But even if he shoitid confront one, he believes, the superficial feature of a beard 

will suffice to conceal from him his tme identity. One would have to be rather two-

dimensional to beUeve such a thing, and certainly naive. Hermann persists in his self-

defense, however, and shows courage in the face of the word "minor." He rants: 

See here, I am going to write tiiat word again. Minor. Minor. Well, has 
anything happened? Minor, mirror, mirtor. As many times as you like-I 
fear notiiing. A minor. To catch sight of oneself in a muror. (31) 

Hermann mistakenly beUeves tiiat tiie word equals tiie object it represents; he confuses 

signifier with signified. He may say "mirror" as much as he wants, but any objective sort 

of "mirror" is actually quite distant from him, unable to harm him. Moreover, he disproves 

tiie allegation tiiat he "fear[s] notiiing" merely by forcing himself to write the word over and 

over. Witii all tiiis anathematic sentiment toward mirrors, one wonders why Hermann does 

not embrace tiiem, given a self-love so encompassing that he imposes his own identity onto 

tiie world with no qualms. It is too easy to suppose that, perhaps, "The minor discloses 

tiie true self or "The distorted vision inflicted onto the world witiiout is comforting to the 

character." The latter allegation certainly seems ttiie, but it would only make sense for 
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Hermann, a character utterly soUpsistic, to revel in minors. Never does tiie mirror disclose 

any "due" identity in Nabokov's fiction, anyway. The autiior simply means to dip the 

reader up by tempting him to formulate some psychological hypotiiesis about Hermann and 

then making that hypothesis inaccessible. 

He again lambasts his readers and assumes that tiiey regard him with derision. But 

actuaUy, his frequent attacks on the audience are quite fun; it is difficult not to enjoy his 

acute defensiveness and snide carriage throughout the novel. These qualities do not quite 

endear him to the reader, but they certainly intrigue, almost mesmerize. His madness 

infects his writing style. One should note the effectiveness of the foUowing passage: 

Tum-tee-tum. And once more-TUM! No, I have not gone mad. lam 
merely producing gleeful little sounds. The kind of glee one experiences 
upon making an April fool out of someone. And a damned good fool I have 
made of someone. Who is he? Gentie reader, look at yourself in the 
minor, as you seem to Uke minors so much. (34) 

The mirror tiie reader likes so much is the one in his hands-the book. Fiction, by 

capttuing some aspect of experience or "reality" and doing witii it what it will, qualifies 

roughly as minor in most aU instances. But tiie reader does not, or should not, "look at 

[him]self' in that minor, as Hermann suggests. On the condary, Nabokov writes, "[T]he 

worst thing a reader can do" is to "identif[y] himself witii a character in the book."24 upon 

reflection, one concludes tiiat it is Nabokov producing tiiese "gleeful Uttle sounds," and it is 

he who parodies the autiiorial practice of addressing one as "gentie reader." But I think it 

fair to consider, however loosely, tiiat Hertnann, regardless of his remonsttance, is not 

playing with a fuU deck. I would never speculate about or dy to define what exactly a full 

deck involves, but it is safe to say that Hertiiann lacks a few cards. But Uke a juror who 

Ustens while Humbert Humbert pleads his case, one should reserve judgments and merely 

^^Lectures on Literature, p. 6. 
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revel in tiie design. These solipsistic characters tend to consttuct marvelous pattems, after 

all. 

Minor-ideas and double-ideas do not reaUy spring to Ufe untti Hermann meets Felix, 

an "oaf' (20), a "d^mp" (21), a "vague-eyed vagabond" (21), who sleeps unobttusively on 

tiie ground in the coundy. In this bum he finds "tiie tiling tiiat [he] had been unconsciously 

d-acking": an alleged perfect double (19). Floored by tiieir complete resemblance, 

Hermann accosts the man and expects him to behave as a minor image would. He says: 

For some ten seconds we kept looking into each other's eyes. Slowly I 
raised my right arm, but his left did not rise, as I had expected it to do. I 
closed my left eye, but both his remained open. I showed him my tongue 
. . . . I produced a pocket mirror. (21) 

Upon retuming from the countryside to his hotel room, Hermann engages in a freakish sort 

of haUucination which discloses to the reader that his grip on the situation at hand is quite 

fragile and that his delusion depends to a large degree on miirors. He says: 

When at last I got back to my hotel room, I found tiiere, amid mercurial 
shadows and framed in frizzly bronze, Felbc awaiting me. Pale-faced and 
solemn he drew near. He was now weU-shaven; his hair was smoothly 
bmshed back I took out my handkerchief; he took out his hankerchief 
too. A tmce, parleying. (24) 

This passage leaves Uttie doubt tiiat tiiough tiiere may be a tangible (fictionaUy speaking) 

Felix, it is Hermann's distorted vision that enables hun to perceive in his own minor his 

"double." His earUer encounter with the vagrant disappoints him because of FeUx's 

unkempt appearance and physical imperfections (he reveals his gums when he smiles and 

has deep-set eyes). But as Hermann's illusion persists, he beUeves tiiat tiie damp has 

acquired good habits of grooming identical to his own. He cannot see properiy because his 

perception is altogetiier clouded to reality, to any mode of reason. 

Witii regard to tiie looming presence of double in the book, Claire Rosenfield makes a 

distinction between tiie ttaditional notion of tiie Double according to Otto Rank and the 

modem tendency, Nabokov's tendency, to twist that convention. She wntes: 



Rank assumes tiiat man's persistent fear of oblivion caused the primitive 
. . . to create a body-soul which he might locate in his shadow, in his 
reflecdon m a mirror, or in a lake, and which survived tiie disintegration 
consequent upon the ever-present fact of deatii. Dreams of tiie dead or tiie 
absent, tiie disappearance and reappearance at dawn of one's shadow gave 
assurance tiiat somewhere a spirittial self existed and preserved tiiat precious 
mdividuality, tiiat identity, tiiat totaUty tiiat tiie ego of each man covets. But 
modem, urban, sophisticated man makes tiie double a symbol of deatii 
ratiier tiian of etemal Ufe. The Double may be a hallucination defining a 
paranoid state, a literary representation of madness. (68) 

By kilUng FeUx, then, Hermann (Nabokov) subverts the proposition of Double-as-Life. He 

cannot resist playing with the whole notion by saying, "Life only marred my double; tiius a 

breeze dims tiie bliss of Narcissus" (25). 

There are two primary artists in Despair: Hermann, who not only writes tiie book but 

also concocts the scheme to feign his own death and replace FeUx, a scheme equal to a 

great artistic endeavor (at least in his own mind), and Ardalion, the painter/cousin with 

whom Lydia has an ongoing affair. In Hermann's estimation, Ardalion is "a rotten 

painter," but his ideas of legitimate art are more akin to those of Nabokov than 

Hermann's (42). Whtie Hermann sees in life similarities and Ukenesses, Ardalion beUeves 

that "[w]hat the artist perceives is primarily, the difference between tilings. It is tiie vulgar 

who note their resemblance" (51). And though Hermann resists tiiis dicttim, he does 

uncover a bit of ttuth about tiie creation of art by davaiUng over his own work. He says: 

If the deed is planned and performed conectiy, then tiie force of creative art 
is such, that were the criminal to give himself up on the very next morning, 
none would beUeve him, tiie invention of art containing far more indinsical 
d^th than life's reality. (132) 

The minors in the book ascribe to this standard as weU. Walking through the Tiergarten, 

Hermann and Lydia look below to tiie sttil surface of tiie water and admire "tiie exact 

replica (ignoring tiie model, of course) of tiie park's autumn tapesdy of many-hued 

foUage" (72). They are more involved witii tiie image capuiring the object tiian with the 

object itself; indeed, they ignore tiie object. They employ Nabokov's conviction tiiat art is 

better than "reality." Hertnann, however, does not enjoy feeling as if he were a mere 
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reflection ratiier tiian a real pei^n. On the night before he departs to meet FeUx in Tamitz, 

he complains that Lydia and Aidalion talk about him "as tiiough [he] were not in the room 

or as tiiough [he] were a shadow, a ghost, a dumb creature . . . as if indeed it were merely 

[his] reflection that was present, [his] real body being far away" (75). He does not 

gracefully abide d êamient like tiiat which he metes out to FeUx. He likes to be considered a 

substantial entity, a free agent. 

One can be certain of very little regarding tiie meeting of tiie doubles in Tantitz. It is 

impossible to ascertain, for example, whetiier Felix is, in fact, a connivance. Hermann 

approaches tiie realization tiiat perhaps he is a bit touched conceming the whole matter, 

saying: 

I somehow found myself tiiinking that FeUx could not come for the simple 
reason that he was a product of my imagination, which hankered after 
reflections, repetitions, masks, and tiiat my presence in a remote Uttle town 
was absurd and even monstrous. (80) 

This he concludes in a park in the company of two girls playing marbles and an old man 

eating grapes. But (and tiiis is the key) when everyone else has gone, and "nobody was 

about," FeUx just materializes, apparentiy from nowhere. Nabokov plants substantial 

doubt in the reader's mind about the authenticity of this encouner, for when tiie two men 

meet, Hermann says, "I shook his right hand witii my left" (83). This is an exdemely odd 

way of shaking hands, unless one is shaking one's own hand, or if he is looking into a 

minor; for whtie he shakes his left hand, the image in the mirror is shaking its right. Witii 

tiiese odd details, the author plants seeds of doubt in tiie reader's mind, but does not make 

viable tiiat doubt, for, on tiiis dip, Felbc agrees to play Hermann's double, an event tiiat 

seems to take place later in tiie novel. A ubiquitous uncertainty characterizes all of tiiese 

comings and goings. One of tiie more sdiking uses of tiie minor occurs when tiie doubles 

enter a "pothouse" for a few drinks and conversation, which basically amounts to Hermann 

droning on about actors, undersmdies, and his own chtidhood (each minors in their own 
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ways). He remarks that he and Felk are positioned "facing each other, both sitting aUke; 

elbows on tiie table and fists at tiie cheekbones" (99). Again, one notices in tins passage 

Nabokov tempting tiie reader to dismiss this association as a consttuct in which Hermann 

merely gazes at himself in a mirror. He continues: 

Thus we were reflected by tiie misty and, to all appearances, sick mirror, 
with a freakish slant, a streak of maidness, a mirror tiiat surely would have 
cracked at once had it chanced to reflect one single genuine human 
countenance. (99) 

Victor Terras accounts for tiie absence of "being," or the non-human quality in tiiis passage 

as Nabokov's demonstration of an affinity shared with Gogol for tiie "metaphysics of 

nonbeing." Gogol, according to Tenas, demonsttates a remarkable talent for plummeting 

characters into a descent ad inferos and then raising them in an "ascent of the T to the 

universal and infinite, a union of spirit and nature, of the finite and the infinite" (193). 

Whtie he claims that Nabokov would find such airborne passages "false and ridiculous," he 

would, on the other hand, seize the heUish descent as a state of Uving death and exploit it 

for his own purposes. Tenas writes that 

[t]he metaphysics of Nonbeing, like the metaphysics of Being, is absolute, 
meaning tiiat it lacks a psychological dimension. While tiie metaphysics of 
Being is a region of indescribable plenittide, tiie metaphysics of Nonbeing 
means a descent to an emptiness and hoUowness which is likewise 
indescribable. What tiie artist of genius describes and what we can see is 
the human form in tiiese states of existence It is tiiis capacity for 
making Nonbeing aUnost palpable, for giving it an existential reality which 
readily causes us to mistake it for human Ufe tiiat Nabokov must have 
recognized as kindred to his own genius. (195) 

This "nonbeing" could well describe Hermann's state of existence: he resides in a state of 

Uving deatii and affirms as much by stating that the minor would surely have cracked had it 

capttired "one single genuine human countenance." This emphasis on Hermanns "non-

human" status further supports tiie notion that any "persons" appearing in Nabokov's 

works are pronounced sorts of non-entities with no volition of their own. Characters 
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frequentiy comment that tiiey are pawns at tiie hands of some greater power, some fictional 

master, or some deterministic force like McFate. 

One can determine a shifting attittide toward murors tiiroughout Hermann's nanation. 

Because he starts tiie book weU after events in tiie novel have akeady danspiied, he reveals 

an intense aversion to minors which his foiled attempt to assume FeUx's identity 

occasions. But according to the text, they were not always so odious to him. In fact, on 

tiie night before he leaves to meet Felbc in Tamitz, a place whose name evokes the word 

"tamished," he claims to have "paced the rooms and surveyed [him]self in aU the mirrors. 

At that time [he] was still on admirable terms with minx)rs" (74). It is when he assumes his 

double's guise that he begins to cringe at the sight of mirrors. He intimates tiiat the beard 

he starts growing is meant to hide him "not so much from others as from [his] own 

self' (187). This statement seems a littie too forthright and reasonable coming from 

Hermann. He couples with it two other assertions that must come directiy from Nabokov. 

Near the beginning of the novel, Hermann concedes that he has "learned" something 

through his hanowing experience. He says, "[A]fter all tiiat has happened I have come to 

know the partiality and faUaciousness of human eyesight" (21). I am quite dubious of this 

wiser, leamed voice. Maybe that is because I prefer an inational Hermann, one who 

would never admit to distorted vision, much less his own "human" eyesight. I like it better 

when he perceives himself as a non-human. I also tiiink it weakens tiie novel when, just 

after meeting FeUx, Hermann goes tiirough a sttuggle of sorts between tiie logical and 

tilogical components of his personaUty. With regard to his alleged simtiarity to Felix, he 

says, "[M]y rational memory did not cease examining such minute flaws" (27). He tiien 

adds, "[W]hereas witii the irrational memory of my senses I kept seeing, despite 

everythmg, my own self, in the sony disguise of a d^p" (27). It is unlikely tiiai he 

possesses the ability even to identify these diverging ttaits, much less observe plaintively 

while they sdoiggle for his condx)l. Nabokov seems to be parodying authors like Robert 
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Louis Stevenson and Fyodor Dostoevsky, whose characters undergo eitiier stark 

personality changes or acquiesce under the ovenvheUning temptation to commit atdocities, 

all the whtie "knowing better." 

Hermann finally takes refuge in a secluded, second-rate hotel in which he receives tiie 

news that his brain-child, his perfect work of art, has gone awry. The police conjecture 

that Hermann is responsible for Felk's deatii and, even worse, tiiey ungraciously neglect 

to mention any resemblance whatsoever between tiie two. This hotel room is quite 

important, because Hermann writes the novel there. Nabokov offers one fmal image witii 

regard to mirrors. Hermann's room is huge, with a stone floor and walls like cardboard 

"on which there seemed to be painted the sienna-brown door leading into the next room, 

and a looking glass with only one reflection" (190). Indeed, there is no door left to 

Hermann, no viable escape, only an illusory painting suggesting possible freedom. And 

although the other "painting" on the wall suggests to him a mirror, it is definitely not one. 

Hermann exults in the absence of minor in the final pages of tiie book, writing, "There is, 

thank God, no mirror in the room, no more than there is the God I am thanking" (220). 

Though one must maintain a healtiiy distance between Hermann and Nabokov, the latter 

seems to pointedly reject tiie possibility of his murderer finding God as Dostoevsky's 

Raskolnticov does in Crime and Punishment. According to Terras, Hermann's vehement 

denial of God resounds tiie author's "d^nscendent terror or aversion to all tiiat is connected 

witii Christianity" later in his life combined witii "a powerful haded for Dostoevsky and his 

Christian art" (192). 

It is Hermann's pronounced aversion to mirrors that captivates tiie reader at the outset 

of Despair, but by tiie novel's close tiie reader must admit to having been eluded by them as 

much as Hertnann has been. Nabokov precludes any final knowledge about the solidity of 

events and character stabiUty by putting tiie reader, along with Hennann, in front of 

minors and giving him only scant infonnation tiirough the distorted vision of the madman 
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penning the book. There are moments in the novel when the presence of minor seems so 

obvious that there can be no doubt of Hermann's hallucinatory conjectures about his 

alleged double, Felix. Nabokov does not hesitate to undo that doubt as soon as he plants 

it, however, by making subsequent events dependent to a large extent on the viabiUty of 

Hermann's minor-iUusions. Thus placed, the reader sits before the mirror of tiie text, no 

less limited by impairing factors than Hermann, and attempts to make "sense" of a 

constmct without ultimate sense; the minor reflects that ontological dilemma in Nabokov's 

fiction. 



CONCLUSION 

Nabokov and Borges exploit tiie minor as a fictional device or metaphor to depict tiie 

fragmented state of characters obsessed with pattem and design. These pattems frequentiy 

result in symmedical ttaps in which characters commit adociries, as does Nabokov's 

Humbert Humbert upon realizing tiiat he is the victim of delusions fostered by mirrors 

tiiroughout the course of Lolita. Similarly, Borges characterizes tiie objects as agents tiiai 

cajole Eric Lonnrot to doom as they Une tiie waUs of a symmedical mansion and thus create 

a horrific maze-of-minors. Numerous otiier works present minors as malevolent forces 

which can not only strip tiieir characters of their identities but also infUct harm on them in 

various ways. Borges seems to do more with this idea than Nabokov in that he offers 

minors with "evil intent" and minds of their own. For instance, there looms the imminent 

danger of an attack of minor-people in "Fauna of Minors" and ominous images appear in 

the looking glass for no reason other than to terrify Julia in "The Draped Minors." While 

Despair's Hermann loathes minors and thinks tiiem eager to harm him in some way, it is 

his own paranoia and madness of vision that ultimately harm him. Nabokov's murors are 

passive rather than active agents, despite Hermann's insistent protests otherwise; in fact, it 

is usually the rampant vision distortion among Nabokov's narrators that invests minors 

with supematural qualities, not Nabokov. Borges' mirrors do tend to possess supemauiral 

qualities; tiiis subtie division between fantasy and a more conventional "reality" distinguish 

these two authors. 

But this difference gives way to abounding similarities as weU. Botii autiiors invest 

tiieir writing with minors in order to underscore shared tiiematic concems about tiie 

precarious footing of man in his attempt to find meaning in a worid witiiout meaning or 

total inteUigibilty. Minx)rs emphasize tiiis inabtiity finally to know, or epistemological 
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anguish, because while tiiey appear to faitiifully duplicate an object, tiiey inevitably distort 

tiiat object by reversing tiie image and rendering it smaller tiian it really is. This distortion 

of image evokes the act of writing, of creating a fictional "reaUty" necessarily different tiian 

the "reality" on which it is based. Each story, essay, or novel written by Borges or 

Nabokov possesses in its very core an inherent mirror-condition because a work of fiction, 

like a muror, always reflects but always alters reality. Unltice autiiors of reaUsm, they 

acknowledge and even flaunt that inevitable alteration and revel in the artifice of their craft. 

Minors effectively exploit that artifice, that alteration, that unreal quality. A quotation from 

Nabokov seems appropriate at this point to end my discussion of these two fine authors 

and their numerous minors. When asked in a Plavbov interview in 1964 whether he had 

any favorite modem authors, Nabokov claimed, "I do have a few favorites-for example, 

Robbe-GriUet and Borges. How freely and gratefully one breathes in theu- marvelous 

labyrintiis! I love their lucidity of tiiought, the purity and poedy, tiie mirage in tiie 

minor. "25 

25.Sfrnng Opinions, p. 44. 
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